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Lawyer
describes
account in
Hearn case

Training high
on group's list
fessional development in Kentucky.
Gayle Ecton, a former Henderson County schools superintendent who teaches at Western Kentucky University, is to be the group's
consultant.
A report commissioned last year
by the Prichard Committee and
another advocacy group, The Partnership for Kentucky Schools, said
most refresher training for teachers is focused on technique rather
than helping teachers learn more
about the subjects they teach.
A report by another group, the
National Commission on Teaching
in America's Future, raised questions about whether standards for
tear hers are high enough.how much
they should know about the subjects they teach and how to get
that knowledge.
Professional development historically "has been generic and .
one-size-fits-all. It doesn't fit all,"
Kentucky Education Association
President Judith Gambill, a guest
at the Prichard Committee's annual meeting Sunday, said in an
interview.
"We didn't learn it all in col-

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A deputy school superintendent who retired amid questions
about her financial dealings
with the district pursuaded a
businessman friend to let her
use a bank account in his name,
the businessman's lawyer said.
Patti Hearn. who is under
investigation for improper use
of school money, asked her
friend Jack Fox in 1994 to
open a bank account in his
name so she could deposit
money from her sale of encyclopedias to a private foundation, Fox's feSrney said.
The purchases would be
made by the Jefferson County
Public Education Foundation,
and the encyclopedias would
go to the public schools without calling attention to her role,
according to the attorney, Jack
Smith.
She persuaded Fox that there
would be no conflict of interest because the sales would be
made to the foundation — which
donates equipment and supplies
to the schools
and not to
the school system itself, Smith
said. He added that Fox never
questioned the arrangement.

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
JAMESTOWN, Ky. (AP) — A
leading education advocacy group
says it will soon change gears and
begin focusing on improved preparation for Kentucky teachers.
That includes the education they
receive in college and the refresher training — professional development — they undergo throughout their years in a classroom.
"Teacher preparation has been
the least addressed area since passage of the reform act," Bob Sexton, executive director of the
Prichard Committee for Academic
Excellence, said Sunday.
He referred to The 1990-- Kentucky Education Reform Act, which
entailed substantial changes in what
public school students were expected to learn. Teacher training lagged.
however.
"It's generally been whatever
you could fit conveniently in what
you had," Sexton said in an interview.
The Prichard Committee, 96
volunteers from across the state,
plans to form a working group
and use a $30,000 grant to finance
a yearlong study of teacher pro-

At least $435,000 has been
billed to the foundation by FF
Enterprises, the business name
Fox has long used, since he
set up the account in 1994,
invoices that Smith supplied to
The Courier-Journal show.
Almost all of that, Smith said;
was done without Fox's knowledge, and he authorized no,one
to act on his behalf. All but
$40,500 was for encyclopedias,
according to the invoices.
Smith said that Fox was
involved in two 1994 encyclopedia orders, at Patti Hearn's
request, after opening the
account. But Smith said Fox
was unaware of the billings to
the foundation since then from
FF Enterprises.
Hearn — who was the school
system's liaison with the foundation, lined up suppliers and
authorized payment of bills —
is under investigation by Jefferson County Commonwealth's
Attorney Dave Stengel.
He is looking into her role
in improper payments to a
Louisville advertising agency,
Creative Alliance, and FF Enterprises under a school system
contract that she oversaw.
School officials asked for the
inquiry after questions were
raised about Hearn's dealings
with FF Enterprises.
Bart
Hearn's
attorney,
Adams, declined comment on
Smith's description of events.
Adams has advised Hearn and
her husband, Jilt, not to talk
about the case.
Stengel declined to comment
on whether the investigation
has been ex panded to the foundation transactions.

State poll finds
session support

WEATHER
Tonight...Partly cloudy and
muggy with a 40 percent chance
of thunderstorms. Low in the lower
70s. East wind around 5 mph.
. Tuesday...Partly sunny. Very
warm and humid with a 40 percent chance of a thunderstorms.
High in the upper 80s.
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— LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
recent Democratic Party poll hints
that a majority of Kentucky's registered voters favor having the
state legislature meet every year
instead .of every other year.
The poll, taken last month,
found that 69 percent of voters
annual-session
supported
the
amendment that will appear on the
November ballot. Twenty percent
preferred keeping the every-otheryear system, and the rest were
undecided.
"Wow! That is amazing. I'm

II See Page 2

awed hy that," said Penny Miller,
a University of Kentucky political-science professor who studies
legislatures.
The poll was conducted June
4-11 by Anzalone Research of
Montgomery, Ala., among 800 registered voters in Kentucky. It had
a margin of error of plus or minus
3.5 percentage points.
Voters rejected other annualsession amendments in 1969, when
53 percent were opposed to it,
See Page 2
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ARTFUL LISTENING: As Linda Siebold listens, Margart Elkins reads a recent poem she wrote during the
Writer's Potpourri meeting Saturday morning in the Calloway County Public Library Annex,

Minister pushes for guns
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) —
Preacher Willie Ramsey realizes
his idea has been criticized and
ridiculed.
But he's not about to back down
from his belief that ministers should
be allowed to carry guns beneath
their robes.
It was Ramsey that pushed for
a new state law that will make it
legal for men and women of the
cloth to do so on church grounds.
And it bothers him that so many
refuse to take the idea seriously.
Many in. the print and broadcast media have lambasted the
plan, saying it allows for "pistolpacking preachers." Ramsey, however, doesn't understand the controversy.
"There are grandmas that have
a (carry-conceal) license, but we
don't call it the 'pistol-packing
grandma bill.' You see, that's mockery," Ramsey said.
State law in 1996 changed to
allow gun owners with the proper permit to carry their weapons

hidden twin view. That law, however, did not allow guns to be
brought into churches. Ramsey championed an amendment during the 1998 General
Assembly that changes that policy for clergy. When the law takes
effect Wednesday, ministers will
be permitted to carry concealed
guns on church premises.
Ramsey, a 43-year-old Wayne
County native, has preached in
Florida, Tennessee and Kentucky,
and has run his one-story brick
church in Somerset since 1983.
Sitting in his dark, cramped,
office in the basement of the Somerset Churchlf Christ, Ramsey
explained his desire to carry a pistol. Churches have become targets
for criminals, he said, and "we
don't want the Lord's money lost."
"This idea that the Lord would
never have a gun around him,"
he said. "Well, they didn't have
guns in those days, but his apostles had swords. Don't you suppose they were for self-defense?.

At issue in the investigation
was whether Patton's 1995 campaign organization, which was
under a legal spending limit, colluded with labor groups, the Kentucky Democratic Party and a black
voter education group to spend
money on the campaign's behalf.
opponent,
beaten
Patton's
Republican Larry Forgy, raised
questions about Patton's campaign
finances Forgy and his running
mate, Tom Handy of London, were
among grand jury witnesses. So
were Patton and Lt. Gov. Steve
Henry.
II See Page 2

MPD officer injured
answering complaint
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A city police officer has been
treated for an arm injury he received
while trying to subdue an tinnily
party-goer during a noise complaint investigation.
Department
Murray
Police
Patrolman Scott Purcell was treated for a strained left arm at Murray-Calloway County Hospital early.
Sunday morning and released.
according to a hospital spokesman.
Purcell was injured when he
and other officers arrested Justin

R ReN nolds as the responded to
a complaint at a Ding ind Drive
apartment about 1 a.m., according
to police reports.
Police charged Reynolds, age
and address unknown, with resisting arrest, alcohol intoxication and
disorderly conduct He was released
from the Calloway County Detention Center later that day on a
S500 unsecured bond
In other reports, a Hazel man
has been released from a PaducII See Page 2

II See Page 2

Congress
to make
decision

Judge to decide
on public access
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
special grand jury investigation of
the 1995 gubernatorial campaign
has yielded no indictments. It has
instead prompted an unusual court
case about the secrecy — some
say the very sanctity — of the
grand jury itself.
On one side is Attorney General Ben Chandler, a prosecutor,
who has asked a judge to grant
„an exemption from normal grand
jury secrecy requirements. He wants
testimony and material gathered'
by the panel to be made public.
Gov. Paul Patton, the supposed
target of the investigation, is in
Chandler's corner on this one.

"When you get a call late at
night, and it says (something vulgar). what would you think that
person was capable op The point
is, you don't take that sort of
statement lightly. You take preventative measures."
Prevention, in Ramsey's vernacular, means a semi-automatic
"pistol.
Ramsey admits that he has never
been confronted in person and his
church has never been robbed. But
he has watched" with concern as
other churches fell victim.
Last year, an intruder dressed
in black and toting a shotgun interrupted a sermon at Liberty Mis,sionary Baptist Church and
.demanded money. He tied with
$400 from the congregation.
A quick check with the Somerset Police Department showed two
dozen cases of burglary, theft or
vandalism to nine local churches
since 1996.

BERNARD KANEtedger & Times photo

MEASURING UP: LPN Brenda Edwards measures Matt Yezerski's
height at Primary Care Medical Center during the free physical exams for hopeful school sports participants. Yezerski plays soccer for
Calloway County High School.
ass

- WASHINGTON (AP) — Agreeing with the courts that Congress
should decide the legal obligations
of Secret Service employees, the
chairman of the Senate Judiciary
Committee says he will seek legislation next year to define what
those who guard the president must
testify about what they see.
A federal appeals court last
week unanimously rejected the Jugtice Department's contention that
agents need a so-called protectilie
function privilege allowing the*
to remain silent about what tbe
president says and does in their
presence. Without that privilege,
trust between a president and Its
bodyguard would be lost, the depattment contended.
Justice is deciding whether ip
appeal the ruling that would compel agents to testify before the grand
jury investigating allegations tfilt
President Clinton had a sexuill
relationship with White Houk
intern Monica Lewinsky and then
lied about it.
But the Judiciary Committee
chairman, Sen. Orrin Hatch, RUtah, urged the department not to
appeal, saying it would only delay
the conclusion of Independent
Counsel Kenneth Stares investigation.
Instead, he said, "I would look
for a legislative remedy" that would
strike a balance between require-
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•Congress...
FROM PAGE 1
ments that Americans abide by
laws and the need to protect the
president.
"It may not be everything that
the Secret Service would want,"
Hatch said Sunday on NBC's "Meet
the Press." "I think they themselves would admit there is no
-way that Secret Sersice people
should not want to testify when
crimes are being committed. They
should not be participants in criminal activity."
Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass., a
senior member of the House Judiciary Committee,, agreed that a
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen- accomplishments.
Patton has said he is unaware ate Majority Leader Trent Lott,
that preachers should bear arms.
Last week, Clinton has accused
"We're asking middle school
He quotes Luke 22:36, where teachers to teach in far greater of anything grand jury evidence striking back at Democratic accu- Republicans of leading a "do-nothit says "he that hath no sword, depth than we perhaps were doing that would indicate he or anyone sations of a "do-nothing Congress," ing Congress" that has refused to
let him sell his garment, and buy six, seven, eight years ago," Cody on his staff did anything improp- says the Republican-run legisla- act on campaign finance and antier.
one." And, he notes, that in Romans said.
tive branch has accomplished much ,tobacco legislation and is stalling
the other side in the court this year even though President on overhauling managed health
On
13:4.,it says the "minister of God
ComPrichard
a
Bige Towery,
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water in the eastern Pacific Ocean.
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the grand jury to a public rela- year in crafting the balanced-budgBut water in the same area
tions unit that forces people to et agreement but have been fre- becomes colder than normal in La
testify and then makes their tes- quent adversaries recently as Con- Nina and temperatures tend to be
tithony available to the media and gress and the White House blamed warmer than normal in the Souththe public for consideration and each other for lack of legislative eastern states and cooler than norcomment."
mal in the Northwest.
In a forecast Friday, the National Center for Environmental Prediction said the changing conditions in the Pacific "indicate that
a cold episode will likely devel(NOT!)
during the next six months and
op
But since we have your
continue through the northern 1998attention anyway Remember to
99 winter."
VISIT US
El Nino,. which has been blamed
FOR YOUR PRESCRIPTION NEEDS.
for the series of severe storms that
battered California, as well as
(It's Simply A Matter Of Trust!)
sundry other weather problems,
has petered out in recent months.
Because El Nino years tend to
have fewer-than-normal hurricanes
in the Caribbean Sea and Atlantic
Ocean, that raises concerns that
more storms may occur this sumGlendale at Whitnell
mer.
The warm waters of El Nino
753-4175
generate moist, rising air that can
change the patterns of the jet stream,
which steers weather.
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insurThe 1998 General Assembly enacted a significant number of
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ance laws, ranging from health insurance to property
fraud to education requirements for agents. THE PUBLIC FORUM
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In an effort to educate
Monday,July 13
and assist the public, the

Kentucky Department
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to the new laws from
Kentucky consumers
and insurance agents.
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For additional information.
please contact the Kentucky
Department of Insurance. PO.
Box 517, Frankfort. KY 406020517 or call 1-800/595-6053.
TTY: 1-800/462-2081
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FROM PAGE 1
ah hospital after being treated for
chest pains following his arrest
this past weekend on Texas charges.
Roger D. Dunn, 49, was released
from Lourdes Hospital Sunday,
according to a hospital spokeswoman.
A state police press release
noted a computer check on Dunn,
who was stopped for allegedly
speeding Friday night near Lone
Oak, showed he was wanted in
Texas on outstanding warrants for
probation revocation.
Dunn remained in the McCracken County Jail Monday morning
pending arraignment in McCracken Di<trict Court
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Fourth version takes top spot
The fourth installment of the "Lethal
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Weapon" movies opened to the series' strongest weekend yet, taking the top spot at the box office with about $34.4 million in ticket sales.
"Lethal Weapon 4" blasted "Armageddon" into the No. 2 spot.
But the asteroid disaster movie still brought in $23.1 million in
weekend ticket sales and is sure to top the $100 million mark,
analysts said Sunday.
Another weekend opener, "Small Soldiers," took the No. 3 ranking with $14.5 million, according to Exhibitor Relations Co. Inc.
The original "Lethal Weapon," also starring Mel Gibson and
Danny Glover, grossed $6.8 million in its opening weekend. The
second version took in $20.3 million and No. 3 sold $33.2 million in tickets when it opened. said Paul Dergarabedian. vice president of Exhibitor Relations.
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.Designer, company to help save flag
WASHINGTON (AP) — Designer Ralph Lauren and, his company are pledging $13 million to an effort to preserve the original flag that inspired the U.S. national anthem — "The Star-Spangled Banner."
The huge wool and cotton flag, which survived a British bombardment as it flew over Fort McHenry outside Baltimore on the
night of Sept. 13-14, 1814, has suffered from 184 years of dust
and light and needs extensive repair.
The restoration of the flag and the construction of a new case
to preserve it will cost an estimated $18 million.
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Promoter faces legal trouble
MOCCASIN, Ariz. (AP) — The Phoenix promoter who put on
an Americanized version of Spain's famed running of the bulls is
in a little legal trouble.
Phil Immordino, 40, was arraigned Sunday on a misdemeanor
charge of contracting a special event without a zoning permit. The
maximum fine is $.1,000.

Zapruder videos on sale

DALLAS (AP) — Thirty-five years ago, a dressmaker with vertigo climbed a wall so he could get a clear vantage point to film
President Kennedy's motorcade through downtown Dallas.
When Abraham Zapruder aimed the telephoto lens of his Bell
& Howell home movie camera, he hoped to capture something to
show his grandchildren. Instead, he gave the nation a visceral closeup of one of its most .horrific moments.
For years, conspiracy theorists have played and replayed bootleg copies of Zapruder's 26-second film of Kennedy's assassination. Starting today, anyone can buy a digitally enhanced videotape
for $19.98 at a local video store and watch the murder at home.
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Authorities stumped in search for clues

JASPER, Ind. (AP) — Authorities are still trying to figure out
what drove a man to kill his two children, his stepson and then
himself.
Police say John Ritzert, 30, shot his children, Jarod William
Ritzert, 6; Brandi Marie Ritzert, 3; and their half-brother, Sean
-Michael Tilk, 12, before shooting himself Friday morning.
The children's mother, Theresa M. Ritzert, 32, who escaped the
house unharmed, had filed for divorce April 30. Their marriage
ended June 30.
Investigators hope to learn more later this week, when results
of toxicology tests are expected to determine whether John Ritzert
.had been drinking or taking drugs before Friday morning's rampage at his ex-wife's home.
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General Motors to fix airbags
WASHINGTON (AP) — General Motors Corp. is recalling nearly 1 million cars with air bags that can deploy inadvertently, company officials said today.
About 863,000 GM Chevrolet Cavaliers and Pontiac Sunfires
from the 1996 and 1997 model years are being recalled, along
with 103,000 Cadillac DeVille, Concours, Eldorado and Seville
cars from model year 1995. said GM spokesman Kyle Johnson.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration was investigating 96 complaints involving Cavalier and Sunfire air bags
inadvertently deploying while the cars were being driven under
normal conditions over paved roads.
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Orangemen to celebrate holiday
BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) — Protestant Orangemen commemorate their biggest holiday today, chastened and divided by the
deaths of three boys in the turmoil surrounding their defiance of
a government order to avoid one Catholic neighborhood.
Some prominent Orangemen called for an end to the weeklong
confrontation between marchers and security forces near Portadown
after a Sunday morning firebombing killed the Quinn brothers,
Richard, 10, Mark, 9 and Jason, 7, in their home in Ballymoney,
40 miles northwest of Belfast.
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TOKYO (AP) — Dealt a stunning defeat at the polls, Prime
Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto announced today that he will resign
and acknowledged voter frustration over his failure to bring Japan
out of its deepest recession in decades.
The sudden resignation threw Japanese politics into confusion,
and was for the time being almost certain to impede efforts to pull
the economy out of its worst economic mess since World War II.
Business leaders immediately voiced concerns that a political
vacuum could sidetrack reform efforts already underway.

WASHINGTON (AP)— A politically charged debate over how to
protect consumers from abuses in
managed health care plans is escalating between the White House
and Republican senators.
At issue is legislation that would
set up a "patient bill of rights" to
help deal with HMOs concerned _
about saving money. A plan proposed by President Clinton and
congressional Democrats has been
kept off the Senate floor by Republicans. who are writing their own
version.
Democrats contend that Republicans took up the- matter ..only
after they realized that failing to
do so could cost them votes in
the November congressional elections.
"Not until their pollsters and
their political advisers said there
was political damage did they find
any inkling or interest," Clinton pol-

that limit patient choices to save
protections
Proposed
money.
include an outside review when care
is denied, better access to specialists and coverage of emergency-room care even if reJsonable fears of a medical crisis are
unfounded.
A key 'provision opposed by
Republicans, however, is one that
would expand the rights of patients
to file lawsuits against HMOs.
"You can't sue your way to
better quality in health care," Sen.
Bill Frist. R-Tenn.. a heart surgeon, said on ABC's "This Week."
"What you need to do is build
accountability into the system."

icy adviser Rahm Emanuel said
Sundoy on CBS—Face the Nation,"
Democrats call the GOP plan
a weak alternative offering more
protection for insurance companies than for patients. Republicans
counter that the Clinton plan would
lead to increased federal regulation and higher health care costs.
"As usual the ,Democrats have
an answer, and it's a -gmemment
takeover, just like we had the Clinton health care government takeover
program," Senate Majority Leader
Trent Lott. R-Miss., said on CBS.
"That's what they would like
to do here. Their ultimate goal is
for the- govecpment to control and
run everything in our life and
health care. They want HCFA
(Health Care Financing Administration) federal bureaucrats in the
room with you and your doctors."
Clinton's patient "bill of rights"
would place curbs on health plans

Health and Human Services Secretary Donna Shalala, appearing
on the same show, said the administration plan is supported by the
American Medical Association.
She also disputed reports that

the plan would drive up health
care costs Several independent
analysts estimate prices would
increase "anywhere between a SI
and $5 for a family a month."
she= said.
"Most Americans are prepared
to pay that for the security. 01
knowing that their_health care plan
will be there when they need it."
Shalala said.
Besides being targeted by Congress. HMOs have taken a pounding on Wall Street.
A study released today found that
HMO .stocks took a downturn in
1(./(15 after nine years of growth
because increase4 in premiums did
not keep up with higher costs,
The average annual return for
HMOs grew 32 percent from 1987
to 1995 but fell an average of 7
percent from 1995 to 1997, according to the publication Health Affairs.

Ohio reps unhappy with uranium plan
PIKETON, Ohio (AP) — The
Clinton administration's response
to the privatization of a uranium
enrichment plant here is inadequate, two members of Ohio's congressional delegation said.
Vice President Al Gore seemed
"ill-informed" about the plan and
what it would mean for -workers
and national security, said Rep.
Ted Strickland, D-Ohio, who represents southern Ohio.
"The vice president, whether he
realizes it or not, is in the position of being significantly harmed
politically by this," Strickland said.
"I'm a little puzzled by (Gore's)
involvement."
Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, is not
happy with information from the
administration or the amount of
money that will be spent to protect the area's economy and workers, said his spokesman, Jack
Sparks.
Lawrence Haas, a spokesman
for. Gore,. said the vice president
did not Nip_ cr_e_atc__the ian.._
Gore began looking at the issue
at the request of the plant's union.
After he was told how it was to
proceed, he called Strickland and
Glenn to brief them before the
announcement was made public.
Haas said.
The United States Enrichment
Corp. processes uranium, making
40 percent of the world's supply
of nuclear power plant fuel. The
corporation employs more than
4,000 people in this city about 60
miles south of Columbus and in
Paducah, Ky.
About 600 workers are expected to lose their jobs over the next
two years because of the privati-

SUBSCRIBE

zation, announced June 29. The
plant is expected to be sold for
$2.15 billion in a public offering
that could come later this month.
Proponents said a private company would operate more efficiently and be able to respond
better to international market pressures.

To help the towns handle the
economic effect, the federal government said the plants would have
to stay open until at least 2005.
The government also promised severance packages and economic
development money.
Glenn and Strickland said they
became unhappy after learning

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
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and General Tires

details of the plan.
They said either plant could he
shut down before 2005, and that
$50 million to create 130 jobs is
short of earlier promises. They
also questioned why $400 million
is not being set aside for a recycling plant, which could create more
jobs.
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Frustrated by trying to
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AROUND THE STATE
So come in and relax!
Norwalk Furniture has
what you want, when you
want it, with delivery in
just 30 days.

'24 Hour
Deaths under investigation
NIOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) — The shooting deaths of three Olive
Hill men near the entrance to an Elliott County cave are being
investigated as homicides, Kentucky State Police detectives said.
The three men, who had been riding all-terrain vehicles. were
Randy Stevens, 19, Douglas Middleton, 21, and Scotty Middleton,
27, detectives said.
Their bodies were found in a dry creek bed near the ElliottCarter County line at 8:20 p.m. EDT Sunday by two other operators of ATVs.
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Forum
Chapter recalls Bayh

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The _State Journal, Frankfort
EVeli, if there was qo racist motivation -by the
questioning of Lucian Yates III, a veteran administrator in the Jefferson County School System,
when he was a finalist for the superintendent of
Franklin County Schools last year. Yates himself
certainly perceived that was the case and, in fact,
characterized his interview as a "kangaroo court."
Yates is one of the few African Americans in
Kentucky to reach the higher reaches of school
administration. However, there are no black school
superintendents in the state.
In a published report last week, as Yates prepares to leave Kentucky to head a school system
in Harrisburg, Pa., he said he was twice asked,
"How would you handle being a black superintendent in a predominately white district?" by a
member of a screening committee and then by a
member of the county school board.
That question, of course, was utterly inappropriate to a professional school administrator with
23 years of/experience as teacher, prineipal, assistant principal and central office official in the
state's largest school system. It was insulting both
to Yates and to the students, teachers and administrators in Franklin County schools, since it insinuated that there would be -something that needed

"handling" with an African American superintendent here.
School board Chairman Edgar Speer says the
question was not asked in an offensive manner.
"It was more or less to find out if he was aware
of the percentage of the minority group here in
the system," Speer said.
Does that mean only predominately black school
systems rate African American leadership?
Of course not, and we are certain that wasn't
what Speer meant. Clearly, someone with Yates'
experience would have done extensive research
into the Franklin County system before applying
for the job of superintendent, and he would have
known that slightly more than 10 percent of county students are minorities.
Without taking anything away from well-qualified David Herbert, the superintendent ultimately
hired by the county board, the screening committee and the school board stumbled badly in
handling the interviews with Yates.
The fact that he had to leave Kentucky altogether to find a top school administrator's job in
Pennsylvania is disturbing. That he is leaving Kentucky with the belief, that racism played a role in
his interviews in the capital city is even more
disturbing.

Bunning, Baesler try
to spin their records
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Jim
Bunning and Scotty Baeslet come
from the same place, the U.S.
House. so they have records that
invite comparison.
-•-• In their race for US. Senate.
each touts his own record, to be
sure. But that entails a fair amount
of spinning about the other guy's
record.
Last week, Republican Bunning
and Democrat Baesler were side
by side, or rather taking turns at
a leCtern. while. _directors of Kentucky Farm Bureau quizzed them
about issues of agriculture and tr,ade.
Each claimed to be. the better
ally of the Farm Bureau and farmers in general. To do that, both
tried to control the context in
which their records were discussed.
In another setting, Baesler might
have talked about his many years
as a district court judge and mayor
of Lexington. But for the Farm
Bureau, he talked at length about
how he still lives on the tobacco
and cattle farm where he was born
in Fayette County.
Growing up on a farm teaches
one the values of hard work, family and community. Baesler said.
"The challenges a family faces
on the farm, the responsibility and
the discipline you are taught there
— whether it's in the tobacco field
or wherever it is — has been the
cornerstone of my career as a public servant," Baesler said.
Bunning. a Hall of Fame pitcher who grew up in the Cincinnati
suburbs of northern Kentucky, has
no farm roots to boast of.
Instead, he talked about his
clout in the House. where he sits
on the Ways and Means Commit-

CAPITOL IDEAS

Charles Wolfe
An Associated News Analysts
tee and Budget Committee and is
chairman of a subcommittee on
,*ocial Security.
"We have, balanced the budget
.and c4ut taxes. and I helped do
it." Bunning said. -Scotty Baesler
has not passed a single bill since
he's been elected to Congress. ...
I get things done. Scotty hasn't
accomplished much."
That is an oversimplification,
implying a congressman's worth
is somehow a matter of poundage.
However, Baesler can also oversimplify.
Bunning's hopes rest in part on
people perceiving him as a taxslashing enemy of overweening
government. When he ticks off his
priorities, elimination of various
taxes is high on the list.
Baesler claims Bunning's antitax votes often benefit the wealthy
and that the human cost gets overlooked. He noted. for example,
that Bunning voted against a federal program that gives money to
states to subsidize heating bills
for the poor.
The Money did not go to homeowners, however. It went instead
to fuel suppliers, mainly the gas
and electric companies. Critics
called • it welfare for utilities.

"Basic difference: You've got
to take care of people," Baesler
said. -01d people get cold in _the
winter." Utilities do, too, presumably.
When the topic becomes tobacco, the one-upmanship begins in
earnest.
Baesler's tobacco credentials are
solid. He grows it and sells it —
though he doesn't use it — and
he has been unsparing in his criticism of those in Congress who
would do away with the 60-yearold tobacco quota and price support program.
Two months ago, the group
included Kentucky's other U.S.
Mitch
Republican
senator,
McConnell, who endorsed a bill
to have the government buy out
farmers' quotas and fold the program.
Bunning distanced himself from
McConnell at the time. Baesler
said that wasn't enough."He might
have disagreed, but in tobacco.
you can't disagree quietly," Baesler
said.
Bunning puts his own spin on
it. "It isn't people in Kentucky
that are ... enemies of the tobacco program. It's William Jefferson Clinton," he said.

DESPITE SoME co5T PRogi_EmS,
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„I am reading an •excellent book
these. Cray's, a book - a Mend- of
mine recommended to me a couple of years ago.
I didn't, however, buy it until
I found it in a discount bookstore
earlier this month in Effingham,
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DAVID RAMEY

Staff Writer
'Time Presept, Time Past" is a
memoir by former U.S. Sen. Bill
Bradley. I highly recommend the race, but his wife Marvella was
book, mainly because I believe less than enthusiastic, mainly
Bradley has an honest, open view because she was diagnosed with
of where the nation is and what breast cancer in 1971. He waited
America is all about. His memoir until August 1975 to enter the
is not an autobiographical study, presidential race and by then was
but a series of essays about prob- behind eventual Democratic nominee Jimmy Carter.
lems facing this country.
A fully-focused Birch Bayh,
And in a chapter on the politpolitical analysts believed at
many
ical process and the art of camthe
would have beaten Jimmy
time,
about
story
a
tells
he
paigning,
won the presidency in
Carter
and
one of my favorite politicians 1976.
former U.S. Sen. Birch Bayh of
In 1979, Marvella Bayh died.
Indiana.
Birch
Bayh spent much of the
Birch Bayh was an Indiana sucby
year
her bedside, _consoling and
cess story, who probably should
have been president of the Unit- comforting his dying wife.
In 1980, he faced a twb-term
ed States and probably would have
whose family concongressman
been president if it had not been
the state's newsof
many
trolled
family
a
tragedy
family
for a
tragedy that his political oppo- papers. The Republican nominee
nents took advantage of to drive attacked Bayh, for among other
things, missing votes in the Senhim out of the U.S. Senate.
Raised on a farm in western ....ate.
Bayh had an easy answer for
Indiana, Bayh graduated from Purdue, where he was •student gov- the missed votes, but he was too
ernment president. He was elect- proud to place his personal life
ed to the U.S. Senate in 1962 - in the realm of political world.
a proud New Frontier Democrat. He also certainly wasn't going to
He served the state and the nation tarnish the memory of his wife
well, drafting the 26th Amend- by being re-elected to the U.S.
ment on presidential succession Senate on a sympathy vote.
In a very -close race, Bayh lost
among other-achie-vements in the
to Dan Quayle. Some of us find
Senate.
He ran for president in 1976, Quayle's family values message a
hut he ran with one arm behind little self-serving after watching him
his back. He wanted to make the show little regard for the Bayh

family in 1980.
Almost two decades later, the
political winds in the Hoosier state
have turned. Birch Bayh's son,
Evan, the popular former two-term
governor of Indiana, is the overwhelming favorite to reclaim his
father's spot in the U.S. Senate
this fall - the same seat Quayle
vacated in 1988 when he was
elected vice president.
Bradley tells the story of attending a fund-raiser for Evan Bayh
in 1992 and the remarks from the
elder Bayh in introducing his son.
"If there was one prayer I had
for him, it was that Giid would
keep him safe and give him wisdom and courage, help him to
understand that to be truly worthy of public office, he must be
prepared to lose it in order to do
what is right," Bayh told the group.
This country's political process
needs an infusion of Birch Bayhs.-We. need people in politics who
stand up for the challenges facing
millions of working class Americans and speak honestly and forthright in trying to solve problems
- instead of using push-button words
like "family values" and "big government" to scare Americans more
than lead them.
And until we do, more and
more people are going to stay
home from the polls.

Clinton faces fights
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton and Republicans are
hurtling toward a flurry of veto
fights over abortion, schools and
other issues that both hope will
help them win November's battle
for congressional control.
The House returns this week
from its July 4 recess to join the
Senate, which came back a week
ago. With perhaps 40 voting days
left this year, Clinton administration veto threats have been made
or are expected against about 40
bills.
Many are aimed at minor legislation, and few vetoes will actually occur. Most of the bills will
be modified or won't be sent to
the president. But with each party
looking to rouse its base voters,
neither will flinch. from a few
high-profile veto battles.
"He plays to his constituencies,
and we---play to ours," said Rep.
Bob Livingston, R-La., chairman
of the House Appropriations Committee.
Senate Minority Leader Tom
Daschle, D-S.D., called veto fights
"a win for Democrats" and said:
"By and large, the president is in
a much stronger position to frame
the issues than Republicans are.
He has the bigger soapbox."
The dueling begins Wednesday,
when the House plans a vote on
whether to override Clinton's June
23 veto of legislation imposing
mandatory sanctions on countries
or companies selling missile technology to Iran. The president said
the measure would hinder his efforts
to improve relations with Iran.
With few lawmakers eager to
be seen as supporting the longtime U.S. enemy, the House and
Senate seem certain to get easily
the necessary two-thirds majorities to overturn the Veto. The override — which would be the third
of 22 bills Clinton has vetoed —
could embarrass Clinton, but foreign affairs rarely inflicts major
political damage.
Tbe following week, the House
probably will reverse Clinton's
October veto of legislation banning a rarely used late-term abortion procedure that its opponents
call "partial-birth abortion "A September vote by the more moderate Senate is likely to tall short
A fight looms over another Clinton veto, a hill providing 2.000
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ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer
District of Columbia children with
vouchers worth up to $3,200 so
they could attend private schools.
The measure probably will be
inserted into the 1999 spending
bill for the capital district's local
government this year and probably will provoke another veto.
Lawmakers would fail on that
override attempt, but that's not
new. A compilation by Senate librarian Gregory Harness showed presidents have cast 2.536 vetoes since
George Washington killed a Housp
of Representatives apportionment in
1792. Congress has overridden 106
times.
Some Republicans say Clinton
might accept some bills he would
otherwise veto if weakened enough
by allegations that he.had an affair
with White House intern Monica
Lewinsky and tried to cover it up.
And on many issues, they contend they can lose the vote but
win political victories.
Such votes can show most members of Congress "are in tune with
the voters and want to do the
right thing," said Michele Davis.
spokeswoman for House Majority
Leader Dick Armey, R-Texas. "The
only thing stopping us is a liberal president. And the follow-on is,
elect more -Republicans (to Congress), and we can get this done
next time."
Other possible veto fights
include bills:
—providing fees due the United Nations, money Clinton wants

T

but without restrictions the bill
includes on overseas family planning aid;
—limiting the Pentagon's flexibility for closing military bases;
and
—banning future export to China
of U.S. satellite technology.
Veto showdowns also could
occur on bills forcing sanctions
on countries that tolerate religious
persecution, requiring parental consent for minors crossing state lines
for abortions and blocking Clinton's plan for national testing of
students.
Because of provisions Clinton
opposes, the administration also is
threatening vetoes, or is likely to,
against several of the 13 annual
spending bills for the fiscal year
beginning Oct. 1.
Veto battles over these mustpass measures prompted two government shutdowns in 1995 and
1996, which damaged Republicans
politically and left them cautious
about battling Clinton again on
spending bills.
But for now, early versions of
the bills contain language Clinton
opposes. These include provisions
dictating how the 2000 census will
be conducted, allowing road construction in a national forest in Alaska and ending or slashing spending for home-heating aid for the
poor, toxic waste cleanups and the
AmeriCorps national service program.
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DEATHS

Murray Baptist Mission

Mrs. Barbara Steele
Mrs. Barbara Steele, 61, Reed Road, Benton, died Saturday, July
11, 1998, at 8:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was, a school lous driver ,for Green Hill Forest Park „School
District. Preceding her in death were her parents. Rome and Edna
.Brady. and one brother, Clarence Brady.
•• Survivors • include her--husband, Paul--Steele; two sons, Mark Steele
and wife, Melissa, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Bryan Aiker and wife, Jackie, Prattville, Ala.; four sisters, Mrs. Lisa Steele Felix and husband,
Tim, Cincinnati, Mrs. Vernon Abbott and husband, Tom, Connersville,
Ind., Mrs. Bertha Siggers, Covington, and Mrs. Charlyne Nichols,
Richwood; two brothers, Harvey Brady and wife, Evelyn, Lawrenceburg. Tenn., and Bob Brady and wife, Barbara, Richmond, Ind.; three
grandchildren, Aleczander, Zachary, and Elizabeth Steele, Cincinnati.
- Schrnidt-Dhonau Funeral Service at Reading. Ohio, will be in charge
-of- funeral and burial arraniements. Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
of Murray was in charge of local arrangements.

Eugene Daniel(Dan)Shipley,)r.,
65, St. Rt. 121 South, Murray,
died...Sunday. July 12. 1998.. at
3:30 a.m. at his home.
He had been part-owner of Muray 11S11101Kit Agency-fromitloverrr.
ber 1967 until Dec.- -31, 1997.
He was also a farmer. He was a
member, active deacon, and active
Sunday School teacher at First
Baptist Church. A graduate of Murray State University, he had served
as president of the MSU Alumni
Association in 1983-84.
--Born in--Calloway- County, he
was the son of the late Eugene
Daniel Shipley and Myrdene Cunningham Shipley.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Mary Evelyn Billington Shipley,
to whom he was married on June
22, 1958; two daughters, Mrs.
Danna Gay Young and huisband,
David, Hanson, and Mrs. Gina
Lynn Winchester and husband, Donnie, Murray: one brother, Charles
Hal Shipley, Cadiz; four grandchildren.
• The funeral will be Tuesday at
2 p.m. at First Baptist Church.
Dr. Richard Walker, Dr. Terry Ellis
and the Rev. Hal Shipley will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Jim Stahler,
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Dori Mann, 66, Second Street, Fulton. died Saturday. July 11, 1998,
at 9:19 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital... Paducah.
Retired from Hadley Adhesive, he was currently employed at Parkway Regional Hospital, Fulton. An Air Force veteran of the Korean
Conflict, he was a member of Mt. Zion Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.
Born Jan. 13, 1932, he was the son of the late James Adrian Mann
and evelyn Lemon Mann. Two brothers also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margie F. Wilson Mann; four sisters, Mrs. Shirley Wade, Murray, Mrs. Jean Bright, Fulton, Mrs. Carolyn Outland, Calvert City, and Mrs. Mae Croft, New Albany, Ind.;
six brothers, Leon Mann, Fulton, David Mann, South Fulton, Tenn.,
Bobby Mann, Calvert City, A.A. (Snooky) Mann, Corinth, Miss., John
E. Mann, Hampton, Va., and Marshall Mann, Union City, Tenn.
The funeral will be today at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of Hornbeak
Funeral Home, Fulton. The Rev. James Lawson will officiate. Burial
will follow in Obion County Memorial Gardens._

Mrs. Maggie Lou Robinson
Mrs. Maggie Lou Robinson, 81, Puryear, Tenn., died Saturday.
July 11, 1998, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
She was a member of Puryear United Methodist Church. She was
married Dec. 24, 1936, to Hafford Ballard Robinson who died March
24, 1991. One grandson, Ricky Cherry, three brothers, Willie J., K.D.,
and Arvil Farley, and her parents, Hugh Farley and 011ie Mae McCully Farley, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Mildred Sue Cherry and husband, Mickey. Murray; one son, Autry Robinson and wife, Betty,
Puryear, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Hallie Mae Salkathe, Merritt Island,
Fla.; one brother, James Farley, Pekin, Ill.; four gandchildren, Mark
Robinson, Dianna Hutson; Beverly Gardner, and Tony Cherry;. three
stepgrandchildren, Robyn Fowler, Linda Burks, and David Alton; eight
great-grandchildren.
The funeral is today at 11 a.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. Tim Pafford is officiating.
Pallbearers are- Donnie Wood, Mark Robinson, Brian Hutson, Tas
Gardner, Tony Cherry,- and David Alton. Burial- will follqw in Hillcrest Cemetery, Paris, Tenn.--------

Mrs. Naomi F. Hughes
Mrs. Naomi F. Hughes, 90, Murray, formerly of Lebanon, Ind.,
died Sunday, July 12, 1998, at 5 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Born Sept. 14, 1907, in Mechanicsburg, Ind., she was the daughter of the late Arthur Beecher and Ella May Brittain Sheets Beecher.
two sisters, Velma Perkins and Sylvia B. Sheets, one brother, Arthur
Sheets, one stepdaughter, Lois Etta Hughes, two stepsons, Davis Junior
Hughes and Meredith Sherman Hughes, one grandson, and one stepgrandson also preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Ella May Pounds and husband, Harry, New Concord; one stepdaughter, Doris Halon, Lebanon,
Ind.; six grandchildren; two stepgrandchildren; six great-grandchildren;
five great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in Myers Chapel, Lebanon,
Ind. Pastor Mike Goforth will officiate. Burial will follow in Old
Union Cemetery near Lebanon, Ind.
Visitation will be at Myers Mortuary, Lebanon, from 4 to 8 p.m.
Tuesday. Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home had charge of local arrangements.
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Sunday School
Preaching Service
......... 10:45 a.m.
Sunday Evening .—...................5:30 p.m.
Wednesday

INDEPENDENT
We are a truly independent church, as were all the churches of the
New Testament. We are not affiliated with any man-made external
organization be it a Convention, Association, Fellow ship or Mission
Board. Our only Head is the Lord Jesus Christ and our only
headquarters is in heaven. We fellowship with sister churches of like
precious faith and practice, and support missionanes sent forth by the
authority of such churches. Matthew 16 18

DAN SHIPLEY JR.
Robbie Rudolph, E.J. Wood, Dr.
Gil Mathis, Dr. Kenneth Winters,
and Tom Moody, active; Ron
Wright, Bob Billington, Bobby Wilson, Danny Pittman, Grundy Falwell, Dwain Hale, Allen Russell,
Tip Miller, Perry Cavitt, and deacons of First Baptist Church. honorary.
Visitation will be at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home after 5 p.m.
today (Monday).

Mrs. Mabel Lacey Carroll
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Medical Arts Building, Suite 480W
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For appointments call

502-759-9200

Now
Only

139"
CUTTHE JOB
DOWN To Sae
•Dependable,smooth
running, 302cc gaspowered engine
•Finger tip controls make
it easy to use
• Quick starting electronic
ignition

•Double line, "Autocur
Mowing head
• Adjustable "0"
handle
• Includes safety
glasses

s an internal medicine physician, Dr. Sean Kelly assumes
continuous, comprehensive care for adult members and older
children of a family. He is a native of Murray and a graduate of
Murray State University. At Murray State Dr. Kelly was the
Outstanding Freshman Chemistry Major and president of the 1'6-Beta
Biological Honor Society.
Dr. Kelly graduated from the University of Louisville School of
Medicine in 1995. He completed his residency training in internal
medicine at the University of Kentucky. He received the Outstanding
Intern Teacher Award for 1995-96. Dr. Kelly is board eligible in the
specialty of internal medicine.
Dr. Kelly is accepting new patients and families. lb schedule an
appointment, call(502)759-9200.
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Our Best Investment Is You.
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The elegant living room at
Hickory Woods Retirement
Center.

Horne Style Cooking
Breakfast Anytime • Plate Lunches
Tue. 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
Wed-Sat 6 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m.-2 p.m.

BILLS?

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

.-71k
HILLIARD
LYONS

84 Utterback Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 759-8700

Farmhouse Restaurant

TOO
MANY

$10,000 - $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo

no change in once.

Hilliard Lyons
•• Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

Retirement Center

Anna's

302 N 12th St.
Murray
753-5842
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3 miles south on State Rd. #121
Murray, KY 42040
Pastor - Parvin Hall (502) 489-6084

Mrs. Mabel Lacey Carroll, 75, Morgan Drive, Murray, died Sun-day, July 12, 1998, at 12:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Coldwater Church of Christ. Born Aug. 30,
1922, in West Liberty, she was the daughter of the late Bill Lacey
and Ida Lacey..
Survivors include her husband, William Carroll; one brother, Arland
Lacey, Middletown, Ohio; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will, officiate. Burial will follow
in Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.
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Get Your
Auto Insurance
From An Agent
Who Cares
As Much About
Your Coverage
As You Do.
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Stockdale
attends
institute

Golf play at Kenlake
The Kenlake ladies had a golf
instruction session with Bill Love,
Balkley Pro, on Wednesday, July
8.
After the session, the group
returned to Kenlake for their weekly round of golf.
Winners of the best ball event
were Dawn Reeves, Helen Hubbs
and Indy Allen.

Others participating were Freda
Elkins, Susan Thstford. Ina Horton and Dotjy
The Kenlake ladies tee off each
Wednesday at 8 a.m. at the Kenlake State Park Resort Golf Course.
Anone interested in joining this
group should call Hazel Hill at
1-502-354-6535 or 1-502-474-2211
and ask for the pro shop.

Johnna Stockdale of Hazel was
among 48 students attending the
Institute for Future Agricultural
Leaders (IFAL) at the University
of Kentucky, Lexington, June 2125.
Stockdale is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Stockdale
of Hazel.
Sponsored by Kentucky Farm
Bureau, the county Farm Bureaus
and the UK College of Agriculture, the event included leadership
training activities and exposure to
career opportunities in agriculture.
Selected by their county Farm
Bureau, the participants have completed their junior year in high
school, ranked in the top 25 percent of their class, and have
expressed interest in an agricultural career.
The young people attended sessions on public speaking, political
education, adjusting to college life,
working as a team and setting
goals.
Guest speakers included Kentucky Farm Bureau President Bill
Sprague, career development specialist Ashley Moore and motivational speaker Joe Washington of
Radcliff.

Ladies plan golf play
The ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday. July 15. at 9 a.m.
Anyone not listed in the lineup may come and be paired at
the tee. If a person is unable to
attend. call Betty Scott at 7530257.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Louise Lamb, Rebecca Irvan. Beth Belote
Tee 3 - Freda Steely, Billie
Cohoor.. Ann Brown, Carolyn Sanfling
Tee 4 - Marilyn Adkins, Glenda Hughes, Jenny Sue Smock, Jennifer Crouse.
Tee 5 - Rowena Cullom, Martha
Sue Ryan. Faira Alexander.
Tee 6 - Betty Scott, Rainey
Apperson, Cathryn Garrott. Toni

Hopson.
Tee 8 - Peggy Shoemaker,
Frances Hulse, Diane Villanova,
Barbara Gray.
Tee 9 - Veneta Ward, Evelyn
Jones, Inus Orr, Betty Stewart.
Tee 10 - Lisa Carver, Linda
Burgess, Betty Jo Purdom and
Mary Bogard.
The winners were as follows:
Championship - Lisa Carver.
first, Betty Jo Purdom, second;
First flight - Linda Burgess;
Second flight - Rainey Apperson, first, Norma Frank, second:
Third flight - Marilyn Adkins
and Glenda Hughes tied;
Overall putts - Linda Burgess.
The Medal Play for the ladies
has been postponed until Aug. 25
and 26.

MONEY-IN-MINUTES
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Cash Advance
on your
Personal Check
Call Or CORK' In Today!
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513-A S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-8900

Pier 1 Imports 4
is pleased to have
Missy Stubblefield pi
bride-elect of
Jason Raines
join our
bridal registry.

1

toitool,4061504)iiktilkta.I1AP,040.

limlimports

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

°mason St., Murray
753-1851
NM

Students in American Universities
& Colleges, an annual directory
of outstanding students first published in 1934.
A campus nomination committee and editors of the publication
have included Baust based on her
academic activities and potential
for continued success.

THE MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
6:15 AM AEROBICS
NEW LIFE FITNESS AND PRECOR TRANSPORTS
TEAM TRAINING (ACCOUNTABILITY GROUPS)
CORPORATE SOFTBALL (CO-ED)
WATER EXERCISE AND LAP SWIM

Pier I Imports
is pleased to have
Renee Anderson
bride-elect of
Charles Doublin
join our
bridal registry.

Call For Openings

Christopher Fuhrmann of Murray has received an award from
the University of Kentucky. Lexington.
Fuhrmann received the Student
Skills Development Award from
the Honors Progam.
He is a graduate of Murray
High School.

CHECK OUT:

Bridal

Ages 0-5

•

Leah Catherine Baust, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Baust
Sr. and a senior at Centre College of Kentucky at Danville, has
been selected as one of the country's most outstanding campus leaders.
She will be included in the
1998 edition of Who's Who Among

Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Fuhrmann
receives
award

Baust obtains honor

Pier1 imports
MIA

E.W. Dennison spoke to the Murray Rotary Club concerning plans
for the new Regional Special
Events Center, foundation goals,
and upcoming events.

759 YMCA OR 753 4295

STRONG KIDS, FAMILIES,COMMUNITIES

kir°

New Providence Baptist Church

REVIVAL

NW

,t14stp

July 13-19

YOUR FAMILY MEANS
THE WORLD TO YOU.

7:00 p.m. Each Evening
Speaker - Bro. Darrell Walker
Potluck Dinner Sunday, July 19 After 11:00 a.m. Service
Rt. 121 South to Rt. 893 Directly Into New Providence
(directly across from New Providence Grocery Store)
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
What a happy occasion on Sunday when we visited with
Twyman and Iva Edwards who were celebrating their 70th wedding anniversary. Their anniversary will be Aug. 18, but because
their daughter, Martha Robertson and husband, Herman, of
Winter Haven, Fla., were here the event was held Sunday. The
Edwards formerly lived in the Backusburg area of Calloway
County, but moved to Murray several years ago. Mr. Edwards
has been a farmer, and many will remember Iva as an employee of food service at Kirksey school. Two other couples of the
Kirksey community who have been married over 70 years that
I know about are Clay and Flossie Smith and Lowell and Dixie
Palmer. Best wishes to each of these couples and to others
whose names I do not know.

Food-A-Rama on Tuesday
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A 4-H Food-A-Rama will be Tuesday, July 14, at 9 a.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ. Youth can bring dishes in up to
seven different categories. While the dishes are being judged, the
youth will be participating in a variety of fun and informative
nutritional activities. The youth will also get to eat the delicious
food (has has been prepared. For information call the Calloway
County Extension Office at 753-1451.

THEOS meeting on Tuesday
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THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will
meet Tuesday, July 14, at 2 p.m. in the Annex of Callowway
County Public Library. Opal Howard will present a program on
"Who's In Charge." The group will go later to eat at Sirloin Stockade. This a mutual self-help group which has provided a supportive, educational and non-sectarian spiritual program for the widowed since 1962. For information call Howard at 753-1998, Lillian Steele, 753-2875, Reita Moody, 753-0172, or Karen Isaacs,
753-241 1 .

Baseball team plans event

West Kentucky Bounty Hunters, I2-year old competitive baseball team, would appreciate your dining at Mr. Gatti's on Wednesday. July IS. Mr. Gatti's will doante a percent of that evening's
sales to support the Bounty Hunters traveling to Hutchinson. Kan.,
to play in the National USSSA Baseball Tournament.

Depression group will meet

The Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday,. July 15,
at 10:30 a.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more, information contact Kathy Culbert RN, MSN,
CS, at 762-1485.

MHS changes orientation

Murray High School has changed its Freshman orientation to
Tuesday. July 28, at 7 p.m. Also on that date Seniors A-M will
register from 9 to 11 a.m. and Seniors N-Z from I to 3 p.m. On
Wednesday, July 29, Juniors A-M will register from 9 to 11 a.m.
and Juniors N-Z from 1 to 3 p.m. On Thursday, July 30, Sophomores will register from 9 to 11 a.m. and Sophomores N-Z from
1 to 3 p.m. A Make up will be Friday. July 31, from 1 to 3 p.m.
Fees should be paid when students pick up their schedules.

F•

Health Express lists stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
frte blood pressure, pulse, and two hour blood sugar screenings at
all of its stops during the month of July. The blood sugar test
must be performed two hours after completing a meal. A Stool
for Occult Blood Screening Kit is also available for $4. The express
will be at Buchanan, Tenn., Post Office from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
and at Raineys' Grocery at Jones Mills, Tenn., from 1 to 2:30 p.m.
on Tuesday, July 14. On Wednesday, July IS. the express will be
at Murray Post Office from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3
p.m. On Thursday, July 16, the express will be at Bank of Weakley County in Palmersville, Tenn., from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and at
Crawford's Service Station at Lynn Grove from 1 to 3 p.m.
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Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday

Singles Organizational .Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday. July
14, at 7 p.m. at the Wtaks Community Center. This will be a
potluck event for all thOse having birthdays in July . The SOS
is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed.
For more information call Doris at 753-0273.
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Kirksey seniors on Wednesday

Kirksey Senior Citizens will meet Wednesday. July 15, at noon
at the Kirksey Alamo Cafe. All interested seniors are invited to
come join the fellowship and the Dutch treat meal. Seniors are
asked to note the change in date for this month. For more information call 489-6094.
.
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Touchdown Club will meet

You
Have

It ALL !
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Calloway County Touchdown Club will meet Tuesday, July 14,
at 5 p.m. at the Calloway County High School practice field. Plans
are being made for the upcoming football events. All supporters
are encouraged to attend. For information call 753-2793.
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Gis.e sour tam6 a got that tan spark the imagination,
broaden their horizons and excite the senses. Cable is the
whole world wrapped up in a nice box. And one size fits all.

Curves.,4mericaS largestfitnessfranchise offers...
• Quickfit - the first 30 minute total workout
• Women's strength training for permanent results
• On-site weight loss guidance

$995
Only

Installation
Fee
Sign up now thru July 22 for Basic and Preferred Service
and pay only $9.95 installation.
(Cabled areas and pre-wired homes only)
MURRAY

CAI3LECONAIM
TOUR LOC•l CONNECTION TO THE VVONLO

9011 EL 12th St.•762-60015

PROGRESSIVE
$500®
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?Curve
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"30 Minute Fitness & Wt. Loss Centers" --

Hwy. 121 North •

759-3400
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Rest of summer
FREE!*
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Play K of C Bingo every Tuesday Evening 7pm
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
Plays 12
Cards starting
Games
at $10.00
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
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Schempp recognized

Ray family „gathers for reunion
Family and friends of the late
Clayton and Mary Farmer Ray
gathered at Kentucky Dam State
Park in Gilbertsville June 27 for
the annual Ray family reunion.
Hosts for this year's event were
Gloria Thomas and Dr. Richard
and Mary Hurt
Special recognition was. given
to Barbara Harrell, granddaughter,
for her accomplishments in the
field of Vintage Art Creations.
Highlights of the afternoon
included a surprise birthday celebration for Harold Hurt.
At 4. p.m., the nieces, nephews
and daughter hosted a surprise
anniversary celebration for Gene
Dale and Leta (Brandon) Ray
who were to celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on July 3.
The couple was married July
3, 1948, at the home of Buford
and Stella Hurt in Hazel. Officiating was the Rev. Cecil Page,
pastor of Hazel Methodist Church.
Attendants were Jane Underwood McNabb, the late Don Grogan. and Bill and Betty Strader.
The couple has one daughter,
Carole Ann Davis and husband,
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Terry Davis. and two grandsons,
Capt. Terry L. Davis Jr.. USMC.
Okinawa. and Brandon Davis and
wife. Keile, of Calvert City.
Other activities included swimming. fishing and visiting.
Guests attending the reunion
and sharing the birthday and
anniversary celebration included:
Bonnie Ray, Nancy and Leann
Mallett, and Janice and Christy
White, Chattanooga, Tenn.; Ken,
Linda. Brittany and Derek Ray,
Cleveland, Tenn.; Kim, Emily and
Adam Ray, Ringgold, Ga.: Harold,
Kathy and Catherine Hurt. Brentwood, Tenn.; Richard and Mary
Hurt, Rochester. Minn.; Mike Ray,
Princeton: Gloria Thomas, New
Concord; Johnny, Tammy. Conney. Cory and Christina Maness,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Gene D. and
Leta Ray, Terry and Carole Davis,
and Brandon and Keile Davis,
Calvert City; Cordela Terry, Benton; Bob and Sue McNeil, Hardin;
Jimmy: Farmer, Hernando. Miss.;
Christine Smith, Howard and Jenna
Smith. Becky, Jessica and Laura

Smith, Nancy Smith. Wade and
Rachel Smith. Mayfield; James
and Gloria Jones, Elizabethtown.
Carla and Angela Halkias, Hazel.
Mary Jean and Ginny Wade,
Rossville, Tenn., Patsy Reeves and
Charles Key, Williston. Tenn.;
Rachel and Morgan Hurt, Ryan
Hurt, Irene Woods, Barbara Harrell, James Ray, Marsha and Tiffany
Thomas, Jay Thomas, Gary, Trecia, Brock, Brenden and Benjamin
Ray. Katherine Ray, Joe and Myrtle Jones. Randy Jones. Glen Beach,
Helen Spann, Tracy, Ryan and
Logan Butler, Linda White. Larry.
Marilyn,.Will and Matthew Ray,
all of Murray; Ken, Theresa and
Callie DeBritto, -Hayti, Mo.; Billy
Peak. Colliersville, Tenn.: Claudine Hines and Terry Peak, Summerille, Tenn.; Andrew and Bobbie Wood, Paducah; Bill and Betty
Strader, Dale and Gwyn Strader,
Doug and Grace Foster. all of
Calvert City; Hubert and Faye
Coles, Hazel; Melissa Coles,
Buchanan. Tenn.; Eileen Brandon
and Bobby Brandon, Paducah; and
Bill, Diane, Clark and Lee O'Brien,
Reidland.

ney Slater, and Sen. Carl Levin
Karl Molitor, a student at Calloway County High School, re- (D-MI).
The group also took special
cently took part in Presidential
tours
including a rare tour of the
Classroom's Science, Technology
National Security Agency and a
and Public Policy Program in
private tour of the White House.
Washington, D.C.
Molitor joined 400 high school
juniors and seniors from 45
states, Puerto Rico, Japan and
Canada.
The students spent a week
meeting with government leaders,
learning about science and technology issues and the democratic
process firsthand.
Highlights for the week included seminars led by the NASA
Administrator Daniel S. Goldin,
Secretary of Transportation Rod-

As part of the Senior Challenge. members of the senior class
raised more than $14.000 to fund
a scholarship for an incoming freshman.
To be recognized as a Pace-

Dakota Thomas Allen Kimbro, 22
months, son of Kim and Tommy
Kimbro Jr. of -Murray, was
crowned as the new 1998 Freedom
Fest King in boys division, 0 to 12
years, at Lovett Auditorium. He
also won the honor of Prettiest
Smile. He Is the grandson of Rob
and Gall Poole and Tommy and
Judy Kimbro Sr., and greatgrandson of Allen and Betty Jo
Poole, O.C. Kimbro, and Evelyn
Duncan.
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Hot Deals at Peppers
1998 Cadillac DeVille
Stock #98338
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S40,764.00
— 5,209.00

List Price
Peppers Disc.
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1998 Chevrolet Blazer
Stock #98390
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Look!! At What Nancy McIntosh
Of Symsonia, KY Has Done!!
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setter, students must pledge a hundred dollars or more to the scholarship fund.
This year. 62 percent of the
Transy Iv ania senior class participated in the Senior Challenge.
Schempp. who graduated with
a degree in education. is the daughter of James and Nancy Schempp
of Mitrirey.
Transs Is ania University is located in Lexington.

Calloway' County High School
graduate and recent Transylvania
graduate Alexia Schempp has been
recognized as a Senior Challenge
Pacesetter.

Molitor attends program
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If you'd like to
know her secret call
us at 767-0780.
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The initial consultation includes a weight analysis, body
measurements & -is ABSOLUTELY FREE!! Don't put off,
taking off what you've put on.
A proven weight control program with a 10 year record of success.
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Between the Rivers Preservation has scheduled an area-wide
"Family and Friends Festival" for
Sept. 26 at Fenton Special Events
Area in Land Between the Lakes.
Storytellers, musicians and family activities, as well as displays
of old- photographs and artifacts,
are among activities being planned.
Anyone with knowledge of the
Between the Rivers area or who
wishes to share memories or memorabilia is invited to participate,
according to Shara Parish, committee chairwoman, who can be
contacted at 1-502-928-4410.
"This is an opportunity for
those unfamiliar with this area to
learn from former residents," says
Parrish. She foresees a fun day
for all who attend.
Plans for the festival are among
items on the agenda of BRPO's
July meeting which will be Tuesday, July 14, at 7 p.m. at the
Stewart County Courthouse in
Dover, Tenn.
All persons interested in preserving and protecting regional
history are invited to attend the
meeting.
For information call 753-4934
or 489-2975.
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$27,515.00
— 3,966.00

List Price
Peppers Disc. & Rebate

The ladies of the Oaks Country Club will have three events
on Wednesday. July 15.
A luncheon will be served at
noon. For reservations, call Lou Ann
Philpot at 753-6843, Mary E. Jones
at 753-4358, or Gina Graham at
753-7039.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Shirley Wade. 753-2220, as
hostess.
Bridge play will start at 9:30
a.m. with Maxa Read, 753-5178,
as hostess.
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Gene Z. Mile, M.D.
Obstetrician and Gynecologist
Isjoining the medical practice of
Murray Woman's Clinic
305 South Eighth Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
For appointments call

502-753-9300

Your Price

s a board certified s ialist in obstetrics and gynecology. Dr. Gene Milk treats
disorders of the genital tract, endocrine and reproductive systems and provides care
during pregnancy and delivery.
In addition to his medical experience as an OB/GYN, Dr. Milk has special expertise
training,
in reproductive endocrinology and infertility. Following his general OEVGYN
in
Center
Medical
Reese
Michael
at
training
subspecialty
of
he completed two years
to
able
is
and
Society
Sterility
and
Fertility
American
the
Chicago. He is a member of
provide a wide range of infertility services not previously available in our area.
A native of Belgrad, Yugoslavia, Dr. Milk earned his medical degree at the University
of Belgrad Medical School. He completed his internship at University Hospitals in
Belgrad, and served three years of residency at William Beaumont hospital in Royal
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$15,175.00
— 2,216.00
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Memorial

To schedule an appointment, call (502)753-9300.

Obstetrician & Gynecologist
305 South Eighth Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-753-9300
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Oak, Mich.

Gene Z. Milk, M.D.

$12,935.00
— 2,019.00

'10991600

Your Price

Dr. Mile most recently served three years on the medical staff at Bell
Hospital in Ishpeming„ Mich.
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"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company."
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McGwire at 4

France
scores
upset of
Brazil

1

Two round-trippers Sunday
push Cards past Astros 6-4

By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
SAINT DENIS, France (AP) —
It was samba soccer at its very
best, played with style and substance. Played to a rhythmic beat
that began early in the day and
went on unrestrained for hours.
You expect such things in the
World Cup final. You simply don't
expect them from France.
The French took every page fourtime champion Brazil has written
on the world's most popular sport
and rearranged them with Gallic
flair. They used Brazil's recipe of
attacking, entertaining soccer for
a 3-0 rout Sunday night for their
first world title, setting off the
biggest celebrations the nation has
seen since World War II ended.
"This was the greatest evening
of my life," said goalkeeper Fabien Barthez.
"It's all that we expected. It's
incredible. There are no words."
added playmaker Zinedine Zidane.
The stars of the night were
Zidane. the Marseille magician,
and Barthez, the bald-headed goalkeeper who looks like he could
stare shots away from the net.
The celebrants could be found
all over Stade de France, and in
every corner of the country, from
Mediterranean—to—the—beaches—
of Normandy. Never has France
had a team like this, and never
have the French displayed the passion for the sport they showed in
this tournament.
So while the French players
stormed the field at the end, the
population streamed into the streets

By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
Mark McGwire reached another plateau in his chase of Roger
Mans and 10-year-old Matt McGwire gave new meaning to the
phrase, "Kiss it goodbye."
McGwire hit his 39th and 40th
home runs Sunday, leading the St.
Louis Cardinals to a 6-4 victory
over the Houston Astros.
After going 21 at-bats without
hitting a homer, McGwire connected three times in his final four
at-bats over the weekend to move
within 22 homers of breaking
Mans' record of 61 homers in a
season. He has 72 games to do
Mark McGwire hit two home runs
Sunday to raise his season total
to 40.

It.
"There was nothing wrong with
my swing," McGwire said. "You
always have ups and downs. It's
just part of the game. It's six
months and we don't have many
days off."
McGwire credited breaking out
of his homerless drought to his
son, Matt, a part-time bat boy for
the Cardinals.
"He kissed my bat," McGwire
said. "That's what it came down
to."
Actually, Matt had already
returned to his mother's home in
California Sunday morning, a few
hours before the game began.
"But (the kiss) was still on it,"
McGwire said.
McGwire is scheduled, to get
his first day's rest since June 4
later this week.

"I'm Only human, not Cal Ripken," he said.
Some would argue that what
he's doing is superhuman.
"When he hits line drives, get
the family of four out of the left
field seats before they get killed."
said Astros second baseman Craig
Biggio. "Without a doubt, this is
his year."
Elsewhere in the NL, it was:'
San Diego 6, Los Angeles 3; New
York 5, Montreal 2; Florida 5,
Atlanta 3; Chicago 3, Milwaukee
0; Philadelphia 10, Pittsburgh 4;
Colorado 5, San Diego 3; and
Cincinnati 5, Arizona 3.
It seems every time McGwire
homers another record falls.
He bettered his own mark for
reaching 40 homers the fastest,
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Indy team wins local tourney

III See Page 9

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Indianapolis Indy Falcons
needed to win three straight games
- including back-to-back wins over
a staunch Ellisville (Mo.) team - to
win the Dennison-Hunt Championship Trophy of the 1998 Thoroughbred Classic Sunday.
The three-day 17-and-under
baseball tournament was held at
Reagan Field on the campus of
Murray State University. Proceeds
from the tournament benefited the
MSU baseball team.
Indianapolis won the championship game 6-4 over Ellisville in
come-from-behind fashion.

The Indy Falcons led 2-1 after
four innings when Ellisville scored
two runs in the top of the fifth inning on a two-run double by shortstop Shannon Wheeler. giving the
Redbirds a 3-2 lead.
Indianapolis tied the score in the
bottom half of the inning when
shortstop Kurt Brabender doubled,
went to third on a failed pickoff attempt and scored on a wild pitch.
Ellisville took another lead in
the next inning when first baseman
Joey Sonntag was hit by a pitch,
stole second, went to third on a fly
out and scored on a single by Derek
..
Lucas.
Indianapolis took the lead for

good with three runs in the bottom last game of round-robin play in the
of the sixth on an infield hit by tournament. Ironically, the .two
Craig Bland and a throwing error temps would meet immediately folthat allowed two of the runs to lowing this game for the championship.
score, putting Indy ahead for good.
Designated hitter Rodney Smith
Wayne Williams got the win in
went 2-for-3 for Indianapolis with a
relief for Indianapolis.
Adam Wright went 2-for-4 for run scored and an RBI.
Third baseman Bryan Kurt went
Indianapolis with two runs scored,
and Michael MacFarlane went 2- 2-for-4 with an RBI for Ellisville.
Paducah Post 31 13
for-3.
Horn Lake(Miss.)10
Wheeler went 3-for-4 with a
In a game which featured eight
double and two runs batted in.
round-robin
and nine wild pitches, Paduerrors
ship
Pre-champion
31 took the 13-10 win
Post
cah
results from Sunday included:
with the help of a seven-run third
Indianapolis 10, Ellisville .3
Indianapolis plated six runs in inning.
Only four of Horn Lake's 10
the bottom of the fifth inning in this

runs were earned, and only seven
of Paducah's 13 were earned.
Eddie Hannon went 2-for-4 with
a double, a triple, two runs and two
RBIs for Paducah. Shortstop Adam
Schnieder went 2-for-5 with a double and three RBIs, Dan Hall went
2-fo-r--4 -With a run and Matt Glass
went 2-for-4 with a triple, two runs
and an RBI.
For Horn Lake, center fielder
Dusty Hughes went 2-for-3 with a
run, John Sartain went 2-for-4 and
Chris Denley went 2-for-3 with
three runs.

Against the Devil Rays,they won
By ADAM NAZ1MOWITZ
twice and broke open two
2-0
Writer
Press
Associated
ImproNing. baseball's best record other close games in the late
has become a daily event for the innings.
"I think you can judge them
Nev. York Yankees. They've done
in this, series by how they played
it 10 straight games.
New York scored seven ninth- when the games were on the line,"
inning runs Sunday to beat expan- Tampa Bay manager Larry Rothsion Tanipa Bay 9-2 and improve schild said. "They were a little
to 65-20. It was the Devil Rays' different team. ... That shows you
what they can do."
10th straight loss.
In other AL games, it was
in
victory
14th
The Yankees'
7, Detroit 2; Minnesota
Toronto
15 games includes their longest win6; Baltimore 11,
Cleveland
11,
ning streak since May 1994 and
City 4, ChicaKansas
7;
Boston
1902
kept them on pace with the
Seattle 5; and
8,
Anaheim
3;
go
Pittsburgh Pirates for baseball's best
5.
Texas
7,
Oakland
start this century.
New York loaded the bases with
"I sit - back and look at our
—
outs in the ninth against Roberno
iearn and it's a fascinating thing,"
Hernandez (0-4) without getto
manager Joe Torre said. "When
the ball past the mound, then
ting
we're in the dugout, we expect
a 3-2 lead when he hit Chuck
took
to win the game. We know we
with a pitch. •
Knoblauch
will win the game."
"You basically can't make a
mistake against the Yankees and
to get away with it,"
expect
Tino Martinez had a three-run
Knoblauch said. "You make a misdouble Sunday as the New York
take and we just keep sending
Yankees downed Tampa Bay 9-2
to improve to 65-20.
III See Page 9

By CHRISTOPHER THORNE
Associated Press Writer
COAL VALLEY, Ill. (AP) — Steve Jones left the
Quad City Classic with his first PGA Tour title of the
year. $279,000 and a healthy dose of confidence going
into the British Open.
"I had the putter going my way. It's a big boost for
me because I have not been putting well all year,"
Jones, the 1996 U.S. Open winner, said Sunday before
heading off for Royal Birkdale.
Jones won his eighth PGA Tour title by draining a
25-foot putt for eagle on No. 6 and making a long par
putt on the par-3 12th after his tee shot forced him to
chip to the green.
"I was 4-under-par (on the front nine) with a bogey,"
Jones said. "The key was probably 12, when I got up
and down and made about a 20-footer for par and kept
my momentum going."
He started the final round in a four-way tie for third,
three strokes behind leader. David Toms, who was
defending his first championship.
Jones birdied No. 1 with a 25-foot putt, drained
birdie putts of 6 and 4 feet on Nos. 3 and 4, and
made a 15-foot putt on No. 11 for his only birdie on
the back nine in a 4-under 66. He had a 17-under 263
total.
Scott Gump was tied with Jones until he drove into
the rough and bogeyed No. IS. He shot a 68 to finish a stroke back.

Nobody Can Protect Your

Home
any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Home Insurance coverage, lot rates,
r
s
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!
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211 S. 12th
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Burton takes Jiffy Lube 300
By DICK BRINSTER
AP Sports Writer
LOUDON, N.H.(AP) It isn't
often that a Virginian gets to praise
a bunch of Yankees, but Jeff Burton 'did just that after winning the
Jiffy Lube 300.
And it was appropriate after
Burton dominated the field in the
heart of New England. He credited crew chief Frank Stoddard
and a pair of pickups from the
team of Busch ,North series champion Mike Stefanik — but could-
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Yankees defeat
Tampa Bay 9-2,
move to 65-20

Jones gains
momentum
at Quad City

out I

finish races, and they're going to anxious moment of the race. He
n't pronounce their names.
lap.
For the record, the others are be something to deal with in the nearly wrecked on the first
a
missed
"I
and
up
messed
future."
Greg Zippardi and Brian Pryor.
he
gear,"
said.
'The 44 car (Kyle
On a picture-perfect Sunday at
They, along with Stoddard, from
nearby Haverhill, helped make it New Hampshire International Race- Petty) got by me and scooted up
way they were more than the rest the race track, and when he did
a special day for Burton.
I went under him."
the field could handle.
of
advantage
unfair
an
"It was
that
Burton
So
dominant was
have to three Yankees working
Later, there was no stopping
his biggest obstacle was his own
here," he said with a laugh.
him.
impatience.
Roush
Jack
owner
car
And
"It was one of those days that
"I wish I could claim the intelcouldn't have been happier.
back,"
you
lay
mash the gas and it hooks
to
to
ligence
be
able
"Frankie and Jeff's story is pretup,
and
said.
he
when you turn the wheel
have
"They
said.
he
ty special,"
That tendency caused his only it turns," he said. It was easy."
learned what they need to do to
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`Rodzilla' beats out 'Mailman'

Sports

By PAULA STORY
Associated Press Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) — The winner of the "Bash at the Beach"
tag-team wrestlin
match was
s
as Den:
almost as much
nis Rodman's latest hair color and
Karl Malone's nasty. role reversal.
The NBA stars took 'their feud.
inside the wrestling' ring Sunday.
Rodzilla delivered. The Mailman didn't. The match was decided by a controversial, last-minute
entrance from a bodyguard.
Rodman, a member of the NBA
champion Chicago Bulls, and "Hollywood" Hulk kfogan beat Malone, a member of the Utah Jazz,
and "Diamond" Dallas Page before
a sellout crowd of 12.000 and a

BRIEFS

I.

ea-

Inn
The Calloway County softball team had its banquet June 18. Award
winners were (front, from left) Jessica Hughes, Best Batting Average; Racheal Hughes, Coaches Award; Jenni Pigg, Sophomore
Academic Award and Infield Defense Award; (back, from left) Jessica
Norsworthy, Most Oustanding Award and RBI Awnd; Kelia Easley,
Most Scored Runs; Sabrina Emerson, Junior Academic Award and
Oustanding Pitcher; and Christy Linn, Senior Academic Award and
Outstanding Defense. Not pictured are Whitney Ragsdale, Wade Garland Award; and Linda Higgins, Freshman Academic Award.
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good hitters at you and eventually it's going to break wide open."
Derek Jeter followed with a
two-run single ind Tino Martinez
doubled off Scott Aldred to drive
in three more runs.
David Wells pitched five innings
for the Yankees before leaving
after aggravating a bruised right
toe running from the mound .to
cover first base for the first out
of the fifth inning.
Mike Stanton (4-0) pitched the
1 3 innings in his first
final 1 ,
appearance since ending a fivegame suspension for hitting Baltimore's Eric Davis with a pitch
June 15.
Blue Jays 7, Tigers 2
At Detroit. Roger Clemens struck
out 10 in the first live innings
for his fifth straight victory and
Ed Sprague homered twice for
Toronto.
Jose Canseco hit a tie-breaking
two-run double in the eighth inning,
and Shannon Stewart and Shawn
Green added homers for the Blue
_Jays_
Tony Clark homered as the
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the next lane.
Unfortunately, things got a little carried away in Paris when an
apparently panicked driver zigzagged down' the Champs-Elysees,
where a million people gathered
to party. The female driver plowed
into a group of fans,' injuring 80
people, 11 seriously.
On the field after the conquest
of mighty Brazil, which was seeking an unprecedented fifth world
title, but instead put on a dismal
performance, Barthez kneeled in
prayer in front of his net, tears
flowing down his cheeks. Zidane
kissed every teammate he could
get near, while others lay on the
field, kicking their legs in the air
in delirious joy.

•Indy team...

was
iesota
,
:hica; and
with
toberget, then
Muck

1(.714) for the tournament, the highest individual average for a starter
in the tourney - went 3-for-3 for
Indianapolis 11
Clarksville with a double and a run.
Clarksville (Tenn.)3
Ellisville 6, Horn Lake 0
Ellisville pitcher Brad Busch
Had Clarksville won this game,
the Orioles would have clinched a held Horn Lake hitless until the
spot in the championship game. As sixth inning for the win.
it stood, Indianapolis took advanShannon Wheeler went 3-for-3
tage of three Clarksville errors in for Ellisville with the,tournament's
only home run - a shot that
the win.
First baseman Ryan Meek went bounced off the top of the left-field
3-for-3 for Indianapolis with three fence in the first inning - and a douRBIs. Nick Szymanski went 3-for- ble with two runs and two RBIs.
4 with a triple, a run and two RBIs.
Josh Bryant got the lone hit for
Lake.
Horn
10-for-I4.,
went
who
Joe Crass

,,,,,

753-9627
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Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there.
sail Farm insurance Cornpenied
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Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
American League
Ail Tmas CDT
Eric Division
Pct.
GB
20
New Vont
765
65
Boston
15
584
•37
52
Toronto
21 1.2
47
511
45
Baltimore
457
26 1/2
50
42
Tampa Bay
34
378
56
33 1/2
Central Division
Pct.
GB
L
Cleveland
584
37
52
10 1/2
Minnesota
42
467
48
12 1/2
444
Kansas City
50
40
14 1/2
Detroit
420
51
37
15 1/2
411
53
Chicago
37
West Division
W
Pct.
L
GB
Anaheim
567
39
51
1/2
40
Texas
51
560
- 467
48
Oakland
42
9
424
13
Seattle
53
39
Sunday's Gaols.
Toronto 7. Detroit 2
Minnesota 11. Cleveland 6
Yankees 9, Tampa Bay 2
Baltimore 11, Boston 7
Kansas City 4, Chicago White Sox 3
Oakland 7. Texas 5
Anaheim 8. Seattle 5
Monclay's Gown
Kansas City (Pichardo 4-7) at De1rcat (Casts).
10 2-51. 6.05 pm
lit 1' Yankillriliernandez 3-1) afTleviiiind
(Wright 8-5). 6-05 pm
Boston (Avery 5-2) at Tampa Bay (Santana 21). 605 p.m
Toronto (Guinn 4-10) at Baltimore (Rodriguez
0-2). 6:35 pm
Minnesota (Morgan 4-2 or Serafini 3-1) at
Chicago White Sox (Snyder 1-0). 7.05 pm
TO/IRS (Van Poppet 1-1) at .Seattle (Clouds 47). 905 pm
Anaharn (Washburn 4-1) at Oakland (Oguist
5-5). 905 pm
Tuesday's Games
Boston (Saberhagen 10-5) at Tampa Bay (Rektor
0-1). 11 35 a.m.
Kansas City (Belcher 8-7) at Detroit (Thompson 7-8)., 12:05 p.m
Anaheim (Olivares 5-5) at Oakland (Rogers 83). 215 p.m.
NY Yankees (Piettme 11-5) at Cleveland (Burba
10-6). 605 P.m.
Toronto (Wdliams 8-3) at Baltimore (Mussma
6-5). 63S p.m.
Minnesota (Tewksbury 5-9) at Chicago White
Sc' (Sirotka 8-9). 705 pm
Texas (Burkett 5-9) at Seattle Wasson) 8-5).
9 05 p m

National League
East Division
Pct.
GB
60
Atlanta
652
32
11 12
4(1
41
New York
529
12
42
46
523
Phrladolpho
23
54
Montreal
36
400
24 12
Florida
35
385
56
Control Division
Pct.
GB
37
54
593
Houston
4
41
50
549
Chicago
506
44
45
8
Milwaukee
47
478
10 1-2
43
St Louis
12 '2
Cincinnati
42
457
14
51
440
Pittsburgh
40
Word Division
Pct.
GB
L
641
33
San Diego
59
7
565
40
San Francisco 52
13 1/2
46
Los Angeles
45
495
19
40
435
52
Colorado
330
61
28 1 2
30
Anzona
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia 10. Pittsburgh 4
NY Mets 5, Montreal 2
Chicago Cubs 3, Milwaukee
St Louis 6. Houston 4
Florida 5. Atlanta 3
Colorado 5, San Francisco
San Diego 6 Los Angeles
Cincinnati 5. Anzona 3
Monday's Games
Montreal (Boseue 1-2) at Florida ,Ludwick 1.
3), 805pm
Chicago Cubs (Gonzalez 7-5) at Pittsburgh
(Lieber 5-10). 605 pm
Philadelphia (Green 6-4) at Milwaukee (Woodard
5-5). 705 pm
Cincinnati (Winchester 3-5) at St Louis (Elm
tenbeld 2-5). 7 10 pm
San Diego (Hitchcock 4-2) at Colorado (Jones
2-3). 805 pm
Houston (Schourek 5-5) at Anzona (Toler/lace
2-3). 905 pm
San Francisco (Darwin 6-51 at Los Angeles
(Mlicki 4-4), 9.05 pm
_Tuesday's Games
Montreal (Hermanson 6-7)a1 Florida (Hernandez 7.5) 6.05 pm
Chicago Cubs (Tapani 9-6) at Pittsburgh (Peters
3-6). 605p.m.
Atlanta (Smokz 6-2) at N V Mets (Jones 7-51
6 40 p m
Philadelphia (Beech 3-6) at Milwaukee iJuden
7-7), 705 pm
Cincinnati (Parris 1-0) at St Louis (Stottlemyre 9-7). 7.10 pm
San Diego (Langston 3-2) at Colorado 1(tile
6-11). 805 pm
Houston (Reynolds 11-5) at Anzona (Deal 34). 905 pm
San Francisco (Gardner 7-4) at Los Angeles
(Park 8-5). 905 pm

so
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FUTURES GOLF CLUB

• VW Suites
• Video Viewers• Harmonic Stress Relief

• Massage • Body Shampoo • Hot Lotion
•
Be Pampered By The Hest

Call Today 759-9555
HRS: 9 a.m.-11 p.m.
304 Maple St. • Downtown • Murray

Great Price!

Remodeled Club
House & Pro Shop
...........

....

Open
Mon -Fn

7-5,

1120 Country Club Road • Puryear

TIRES

• Food • Pool
• Darts
18 and up
Hwy. 641 South Puryear, TN

Same As Cash

lilutray -753-1111
KV industrial
Owner: °offal(' Iloyd

(901)247-3965

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 5:30 p.m -1:30 a.m.

Owned &
Operated By
Ricky Conner &

XI=

Also specializing in refrigeration inehnitri window & mobile home units.

753- 99 1 1

Glenn Cossey

L

9307

State Ht. 94E • Murray

Trust Me To
Protect Everything That's
Important To You.
No one likes to think about insurance, but everyone needs it. So whether it's
Auto, Home, Business or Life Insurance you're looking for, you owe it to
yourself to call me and find out how my experience,
my commitment to personal service, and Grange

7,000 sq. ft.35 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups
World Class
Sound and Light
System

)pping

Serving the area with quality service
& experience.

SE TIRE
WAREHOU
Rd. •

B.Y.O.B.
til 12 a.m.

World" Cl-as.5
flfen's Club

Service Company

Malt approved madt)

CoOper

cooling needs...

GLOBAL COMFORT

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *
90 Days

4.1

Call Today for your Tee Time!
901-247-3264

Great Tires!

Great Selection!

44.4

18-Hole Course

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!

Mon.-Tues. Boots-N-Bikinis All Country!
Wed. Wet T-Shirt Contest
Cash Prizes

that
hooks
wheel
easy.-

"See me for all your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

For all your heating &

ake a
s and
it,"
a finis:riding

:e. He
lap.
sed a
(Kyle
ted up
Ile did

Jane Rogers Ins.

getting there in 281 at-bats. He
did it in 294 in 1996, when he
finished with 52 homers. He also
reached 40 homers in the Cardinals' 90th game, bettering Babe
Marlins 5, Braves 3
Ruth's. 1928 mark by one game.
At Miami, Florida handed Tom
The two homers pushed his
Glavine (12-4) his first road loss
career total to 427, passing Billy
this season and won for the third
Williams for 23rd on the list. He
time in four days over Atlanta.
has already hit more than CardiThe Marlins had already defeatnals' Hall of Famer Stan Musial, ed Denny Neagle and Greg Madwhose best was 39 in 1948,-and
dux before beating Glavine, tagged
is only three away from the team
for 11 hits and five runs in six
record of 43 set by Johnny Mize innings. He was 7-0 with a 1.39
in 1939.
ERA in road games. On Saturday,
"There's a lot of good guys I'll the Marlins dealt Maddux his first
hopefully be passing, knock on road loss since April 2, 1997.
wood," McGwire said.
Rookie starter Brian Meadows
Padres 6, Dodgers 3
(8-6) won his fourth straight deciAt Los Angeles, Ken Caminiti sion.
hit three home runs and drove in
Cubs 3, Brewers 0
five runs as San Diego opened a
Milwaukee, Mark Clark (5At
season-high seven-game lead in
a three-hitter fiSt his
pitched
8)
the NL West.
in more than four
shutout
first
hit
Caminiti
The,switch-hitting
years and Scott Servais drove in
his first two homers right-handed
against the Dodgers' Brian Bohanon all three Chicago runs.
Clark walked two and struck
(2-5), a two-run shot in the first
and a solo homer in the third. He out five for his third career shutout
got his first career three-homer and first since May 13. 1994,
game batting left-handed against against Detroit.
Cubs outfielder Sammy Sosa
Antonio Osuna in the eighth.
went 0-for-3 with a walk.
Joey Hamilton (7-9) pitched six
innings and hit his fourth career
Phillies 10, Pirates 4
homer.
Pittsburgh. Mark Lewis, Doug
At
2
Expos
Mets 5,
and Gregg Jefferies hit
Glanville
At New York, Brian McRae hit
as Philadelphia won
homers
two-run
a two-run homer off Javier Vazquez
straight.
sixth
its
4went
Huskey
(3-7) and Butch
The Phillies' 27th comeback
for-4 as the Mets made it two
of the season moved them
victory
straight wins with Todd Hundley
over .500 at 46-42 —
games
four
back.
from a year
turnaround
-game
a 21
Hundley, a two-time All-Star
ago.
catcher, started in left field for
The Pirates have lost six in a
the second straight game and went
row.
0-for-2 with a walk before leav-

Tigers lost for the third time in
10 games.
Clemens (10-6) gave up two
runs and five hits in 7 1-3 innings.
Reliever Doug Brocail (4-2)
took the loss.
Twins 11, Indians 6
At Cleveland, Minnesota rookie Eric Milton (5-7) didn't allow
a hit or baserunner until David
Bell hit his seventh homer with
two outs in the sixth.
David Ortiz had a career-high
four RBIs for the Twins.
Minnesota built- a 10-0 lead on
13 hits off -Charles Nagy (7-6)
and Jose Mesa. Nagy yielded six
runs and nine hits in 4 1-3 innings,
his shortest outing in 19 starts this
season.
Milton allowed three runs and
four hits in 6 2-3 innings, with
tour strikeouts and no walks.
Orioles 11, Red Sox 7
At Baltimore, Eric Davis hit
his 10th career grand slam and
drove in a season-high five runs
as the Orioles completed their first
four-game sweep of Boston in 18
years.
The Red Sox got a homer from
Mo Vaughn in a six-run fifth.

referee around the neck and
slammed him into the canvas. He
then spit at a crowd that had gathered around Hogan and Rodman
and left the ring flashing Page's
trademark diamitpd symbol with
his hands.
Lisa Padgett. 26. said her husband. John. 26. begged her to
come to the math They paid
$125 each for ringside seats one
day before the event.
"I got talked into it. that's bow
come I'm here." she said as fire- .
works launched horn the beach
clouded the air with smoke, sand
and __spark$. _ "tie =Nitche4. _like four times a week on televisitm.
I don't watch it at home, hut it's
awesome here."

SCOREBOARD
ing for a pinch-hitter in the seventh.
Jeff Tam (1-0) pitched 1 2-3
perfect innings in relief of Hideo
Nomo, who surrendered only two
hits in 5 1-3 innings but walked
seven.

FROM PAGE 8

IN France...
FROM PAGE 8,
to honor the heroes, the first host
to win it all since Argentina in
1978.
"We are all so happy, that's the
least we can say," French President Jacques Chirac said. "What
is the most incredible thing tonight
is that we have an impression each
and every French citizen has won
this Cup."
They certainly wanted to share
in it. Young fans hung out of cars
hours after the game, waving flags,
saluting each other and their team.
One kid, no more than 7 or 8,
sM on a man's lap and slowly
drove, while in the backseat other
youngsters reached out to touch
the people in the automobile in

Hogan responded. bouncing Mal
pay-per-view television audience
from rope to rope in a clasone
But this time, it was Malone
choreographed "clothesline"
sically
workquiet,
who traded in his
manlike self and acted like the move before sending him headlong into Rodman's shiny black
wild, authority-defying rebel.
boot.
charged
into
Page
Malone and
As Malone delivered eseries
Cox
State's
Diego
San
at
ring
the
butts to Rodman and Hogan,
head
of
Arena wearing purple latex pants.
began ,screaming at
crowd
the
Hogan,
Rodman
Lagging behind
sauntered into the ring with a ban- Hogan. That's when the team's
dana on his head to hide his lat- beefy bodyguard entered the ring.
Malone tagged Page and the
est hair color — or perhaps lack
of hair. The bandana stayed in unidentified bodyguard quickly
slammed Page to the canvas. Hogan
place throughout the tussle.
pounded Page with finishing blows
he
jeans
wore
—
here
tutus
No
to a referee's count.
and a T-shirt.
Hogan and Rodman were
When the rowdy. crowd grew
_
winners.
-deelared
leggy'
two
basketball'
the
of
bored
But a defiant Malone disagreed
stars taunting each other, they began
with the result. He grabbed the
screaming "Boring! Boring!"

•Mc.Gwire...

•Yankees...
FROM PAGE 8
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David R. King

Insurance can safeguard everything that's
important in your life.

O

nUlGe
INSURANCE

Your partner in protection

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) RATF
Dr.p1.1% ‘th
$6.25 Coleus le* 40% Discomet 2ed Res, 60% Dismal 3rd Rea.
(all 3 Ads Meat Rum Walam 6 Dot Pencil)
$2.25 per colurrui inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide).
Reader Ads

020
025
030
040
050
060
070
100
110
120
130
140
150
155

Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Salo
Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling

210
220
240
260
270
280

300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

160 Horne Furnishings

Yard Sale Prices
25 wd. max.
1x2 ad
1 insertion
$7.50
ad
$14.00
2x2

70 wd. max
1 insertion

320
330
340
360
365
370
380
390
400
420
430
435
440

460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles
480 Auto Services
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted

Rent
Apartments
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
For Sale Or Lease
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sale
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
For

Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

070

060

060

060

ABB Wonted

Private sale of 1976 Dodge Pickup Truck,
sold to best offer. Sale to occur on July 28,
1998 at 4:30 p.m. at McClures Auto Repair,
401 S. 5th Street. Enter on Vine St. Between
4th and 5th Sta. in Murray.
For inquiries call 763-0170.

The Jonathan Creek Water District is accepting sealed bids on a 1976 C60 Chevy
truck and a 500 gallon LP gas tank. Items
will be sold together or separate. The bids
will be opened on July 27, 1998 at 9:00 a.m.
at the district office. The district reserves
the right to reject any or all bids.

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray, Street Division, will
accept sealed bids on one 60" rear mount
boom mower. Specifcations are available at
, the City Clerk's Office, 207 S. 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071. Bids are to be
sealed and marked "Bid - 60" Rear Mount
Mower." Sealed bids are to be delivered to
the City Clerk's Office until 1:15 p.m. on
Wednesday,July 22, 1998. The Murray City
Council reserves the right to accept the
lowest or best bid or to reject any or all bids.

INVITATION TO BID
The Murray Public Works & Utilities, Water
& Wastewater Division, will accept sealed
bids for 1,352 linear feet of 8' PVC sewer
pipe and 1,134 linear feet of 12" ductile iron
water pipe. Specifications are available at
the City Clerk's Office, 207 S. 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071. Bids are to be
sealed and marked "Bid - Water & Sewer
Pipe." Sealed bids are to be delivered to the
City Clerk's Office until 1:30 p.m. on Wednesday, July 22, 1998. The Murray City
Council reserves the right to accept the
lowest or best bid or to reject any or all bids.

020

NOTICE
Waterline Work. The DexterAlmo Water District. Water
will be off 10 a.m. for about
4 hours on July 14th.
••••••••••••Er

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'free local clam service'

AN unexpected resignation has opened a position
in our billing office. Applications are being taken by
mail only, and should be
sent to: Dr. Jerry Edwards,
Resources,
Physicians
PSC, 4007 Wiswell Rd,
Murray, KY 42071. Ideally,
the person will possess
knowledge and experience
in the use of CPT and
ICD-9 coding and be skilled in the interpretation of
medical charts for billing
purposes. Interested persons should provide a brief
resume, salary requirements and references.
- ATTENDANTS. . Needed.
Full-time & part-time. Earn
$500+ per week. No experience necessary. Will
train. Looking for certified
nail technician & stylist.
Apply at. Murray Men's
Club Salon & Spa, 304
Maple St, Murray.
759-9555.
AVON
$Money! Money! Money!
Build a thriving business
through Avon leadership
Management. 1-888-6696820 Inclisls/rep
BLACK'S Decorating Center of Murray, KY is recruiting for experienced painters. $9.00 per hour to start
with opportunities for advancement and benefits.
Affordable group health insurance available. Interested persons should
leave voice mail message
by calling 502-759-8609.
No walk-in applications accepted. Equal Opportunity
Employer.

Full-time position
available in
produce, deli &
grocery dept.
Send response to
P.O. Box 1040-0
Murray, Ky. 42071
AVON- $8- $20/ hr. No
door to door. Quick cash!
•Bonuses'
1-800-296-0139
ind/sIs/rep.

Service Person
For Tractor &
Truck Tires
Must

be experienced
Apply at

OFFICE and Residential
Cleaning - call 492-6229
after 4 p.m.
WILL do housekeeping
759-4981
WILL keep children in my
home. State certification
pending. More info call
489-2056.

Master Tire
Hwy. 94 E or
Call 753-7342

°6° 04111
ING7

THEY'RE BACK

PAM'S CAKE HUT

Installers & apprentices for commercial applications,and Journeyman service technician wtth EPA certification.
Paid holidays & vacation. Call Ron Hall
Htg. & Clg., 435-4699.

11

INVEST only your time &
energy to own part of new
restaurant Opportunity interview call 753-3642

Banke
COLDWELL
Woods and Associates is
expanding. Agents need120
DOLLIES
ed, training available. 753Club
Men's
World Class
FREE Pregnancy Tests
1651.
now hiring entertainers
Lifehouse 753-0700
NURSES Aide, PRN, work ,pc user and graphic deper
plus
$1,000
Earn
HOME grown corn, tomaas
needed on all shifts. signer. From business
week. Managers, waittoes, squash Taking orPrefer experience, but will cards to manuscripts and
persons
door
&
resses
ders 759-9312
for mature anything in between 492also needed. Work for the train. Looking
HOUSE of Clothes, $1 00
Call flexible person, who would 8342 after 5pm.
around.
best
per item. Mon-Sun. Off
enjoy working with elderly.
(901)247-3965.
MULTI-MEDIA computer,
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5
Rewards & fullfilling work
753-7050
miles 489-2243.
DRIVERS/ OTR
in a pleasant atmosphere. $600
demand
Due to customer
Apply in person: Fern Ter- COMPAQ Pesario 4770.
MACHINE Quilting ReguJolliff Transportation is race Lodge, 1505 Stadium 4,8 gig, 233 Mhz,.16x CD
lar size, $31.50 Murray
Rom, Fax/Modem 33.6,
now hiring teams/ singles
View Dr. E0E.
Sewing Center 753-5323
15" screen with color printmiles. Earn
of
Plenty
PHARMACY TECHNICIAN
MACHINE quilting Reguer. scanner, video cam,
year.
1st
bonuses
$2,300
Murray area firm seeking ioystick, over $1,000 in
lar size, $30 Polly Lamb
Don't miss out on a great pharmacy tech for growing programs. Call 759-4320
489-2602
opportunity. Call 800-873- firm. Certification is prefer- $2,200 negotiable.
ORGANIC Silver Queen
5653 Mon 8am- Sat Noon. red; expenence and ability
Sweet Corn Now ready,
130
E&W Electric Company vital. Not certified? We'll
759-1837
FaOh
based in Paris is now hir- help you get there. AA,
PEACHES & Nectarines
- anode
ing technicians for installa- EOE. Send one page reCopeland Orchards
tion of electrical systems sume to: Pharm Tech,
Mayfield 502-623-8312
23FT Chris Craft with cudincluding fire & security P.O.Box 894, Murray, KY
dy and rear wing 753ALTERATIONS
fi&
cabling
5
alarms. CAT
42071.
4509.
Ruth s See & Sew
ber optics. experience
teacher
753-6981
140
necessary. Apply at. 3012 PRESCHOOL
needed for a four year old
Want to Buy
WANTED, land for hunting
Ashley Ln, Paris
classroom to start Aug 3rd
lease. Ky 98-99 hunting
resume to 804 N. CASH for G.I. Joe toys,
season. Please call 759HENRY County Medical Send
St, Murray, KY old or new 753-7185
19th
details.
with
4803
Center has the following
42071
posiNurse
Registered
030
LOOKING to buy a small
SHONEY'S INN
tions open. OB/GYN/
Financial
mobile home, something
CHANCE to win a new
Nursery- full time, 7p-7a. Now hiring quest repre- like a 10'x40' in good conFord F-150 XLT with use
full time, 7p-7a. We sentatives, part time night dition, at a reasonable
HAVING trouble getting a of Mastercard or Visa on 8 CCUan
excellent benefit auditor, housekeeping, & price. Call 759-9698 after
offer
Cal
loan?
bank
gallon purchase of gas at
Apply in Human part time general mainte- 4pm.
package.
1-800-289-0521
USA Food Mart at 9th &
Department, nance. Apply in person,
Resources
until
050
Sycamore Now open
ANTIQUES & collectibles
1503 N 12th St
Mon-Fri, 8am-4pm.
lam Friday & Saturday.
andFoied
1 piece or all Call 753SALES- CEMETERY
HOUSEKEEPER wanted:
9433
COOKS & dishwashers
at Lynn- Be one of the highest paid
LOST: Kirksey area. Re- Anna s Farmhouse Res- Weekends only
paid for good, used
call in America Call 11am- CASH
Please
Resort.
hurst
Lab
black
old
ward! 13wk
rifles, shotguns, and pistaurant, Aurora
753-2971.
Mon-Sat,
4prn.
436-2345.
for interview,
puppy, white line on chest,
Benson Sporting
tols
two white toes on each DEPENDABLE and expe- NEED professional cleanTRAVEL A MUST!
519 S 12th, MurGoods,
needed
back foot. Answers to Li- rienced CDL driver
up men in clean-up shop. Individual should have un- ray.
nuS. Call 753-5842 days, for delivery one day a
Good hours, good pay, derstanding of Microsoft,
489-2600 nights.
week and 1 overnight trip
Windows 95, Doss & Nov- COLLECTIBLES & Anti753-8904 days.
full-time.
per month Must be capaJob function includes ques We buy 1 or whole
ell.
MISSING - Male English
run
to help unload Apply NEEDED: Someone to
demonstration, estates Call 753-3633
product
Bulldog from the corner of ble
in person at Thornton Tile up commercial trotlines. hardware & network systo
Answers
783
&
1828
WANTED Riding mowers
Will train. 753-5693.
Marble, Inc
tem installation. software & 4-wheelers that need
the name of Hercules or &
training on proprietary soft- work. 436-2867
Bubba. Ph 492-8579.
ware A sales background
ARE
YOU
AD,
THE.
READING
ARE
YOU
F
SALES
150
computer experience a
&
OR
WORK,
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT Of
Midet
plus. Send resume to: PO
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB" wax,toned
SW
Fa'
TN
Pans,
Box 2138,
Do you want a mere Do tau'am to earn Mat•ger year,DO fou
$1,000 WEEKLY
we going Were 5 mode NsIlea 10 WACO tawalas mn
toncrwiril
record
38242.
Wasp
at
envelopes
Stuffing
1985 PORTABLE pipeline
ti. \tarsi and Strand% mud Me cemetery wanismini The rci.i an
home Free details Rush
WORK from home.
Lincoln welder 753-0838
locking len must to honse. sincere wit motivated and to wlirt; 10 ten every
paw toy ow to to awn* way toy wculd wax lo be tossed I aryl Wit* atom
addressed
self
$982-$5947/mo
(long
PT-FT,
hare
ycu
ii
me
PIn
voorll
Dowd and I impact to sans writ tom he peoplo bat
1997 DYNO VFR bike,
Training. Benefits.
stamped envelope) to
toes oiaIlecafore I ward vary mot trip, Wong to yru and orplain to bind's
20", brand new GT racing
out cream Poi to ohm
ACE Dept 1209, PO Box
1-800-695-1233
tires & saddle. Works
5769, Diamond bar, CA
www wfhonline.com.
Murray Memorial Gardens
great. 753-4384.
Cell Mr. Shepherd
91765
070
753-2971
(502)
•
-S.
Mon.
11-4
FOR Sale TY Beanie BaCOMMUNITY Alternatives,
Domestic
Cal for directions If needed N. resumes p4eas•
bies, Princess, Erin, Peace
Kentucky, a progressive
Childcare
paper
not
I him poop*,
company that provides serRetired Beanies
&
E0E.
CHILDCARE offered in
vices to people with mental
753-5318
ReaKirksey- Stella area
retardation/ developmental
Catfish, live or
FRESH
sonable rates. All days &
disabilities, has the follow753-5693. Fred
dressed.
Ceravailable:
Aid
First
CPR/
positions
hours.
ing
Gardner.
ProvidStaffed Residence
tified, State Certification in
ers, Leisure Trainers, Comprogress State paid child- HONDA 4-wheeler 200.
munity Habilitation Instruccare welcomed 489-2931. needs overhaul Honda 3tors Applicants must have
& THEY'RE RIGHT NEXT DOOR AT
wheeler 125, needs work
489-2931.
a high school diploma/
GE Camcorder 492-8615
daycare
license
license,
home
IN
GED. valid driver's
$2.00/
close to town, now has STRAW for sale,
reliable transportation and
bale. Call 489-2436 if no
that
activiwith
daily
must be willing to work
openings.
drinks
fashion
old
same
The
answer leave message
Call
flexible hours
ties 767-0791
Wallis Drugs used to make.
resend
or
255
(502)527-2
DO you have a loved one NEARLY new diamond cut
sumes to Ms Peeler, ComNow serving:
who needs care? I have Challenger tool box with
munity Alternatives, Ken
10 years experience full length lid 62" long
over
lucky. PO Box 39. Symso
Zingers
Lemonade
(and excellent references) $175 Call 474-8340, after
nia, Kentucky 42082
taking care of the sick & 5pm
Lime/Pepsi
Orangeade
E0E/AVF/DN
elderly Please call me if
Cherry/Pepsi
FOODSERVICE
Orange/Lime
you need help, ask for SEE us for your barn or
Looking for salesperson
Brenda 753-2637.
roof metal Cut to length
ime
Lemon/L
Orange/Lemon
with foodservice experiCLEANING houses is my Covers 36 inches, many
ence Please send resume
759-4492
business , Reliable Call colors Economy Metal &
Main St. Murray
to PO Box 38334, Ger•
Supply Co 489-2722.
Linda 759-9553
rnantown, TN 38138

ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center
502-753-5323.

KENMOI
cu ft refr
I)mond w
489-6124
REFRIG
double C
maker, 7

19505
French
curve Is
sofa, $1,

WANTED

Domestic
ChYdcate

HVAC Journeyman ieadman duct work

CANCER
INSURANCE

HOTPOI
excellent
436-53.
0i

CALL FOR INFORMATION

He Wanoad

LEGAL NOTICE

020

ADJUSTMENTS
s
Advertiser are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

Legit
Notice

Lepel
Notice

V.
•
Tuesday
Wednesday _
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Deadline
Day & Time
r 11 th.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Non.] p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m
Thurs..1 p.m.

VISA

National Rates

020

010

010

Just Say "Charge It"

165 Antiques
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment

Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

Publish Day

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

consocuuve day
30r pa word. $6 11:1 m uusnun lsi day 64 per word pa day for each additional
cirri for blind box ads
SZ Otiatri for Shopper (Toes Classiliods go into Shopping Guide 52.00

010 Legal Notice

Ad Deadlines

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

THE
Sat
Collectit
books S
Columbi
dressers
glass Ai
etc, etc
Thur. F
6pm
From MI
about 51
2 7 miles

NURSES AIDE

p.m.-7 a.m., full time, prefer experience but will train. Pleasant atmosphere,
good working conditions.
Apply in person:
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr., Murray

Nc

1617
Hwy 12,

Bypass
753-394.!

Coei:

E0E

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
The Murray Electric System, an equal
opportunity employer, is now accepting
applications for the position of Groundman. Applicants must possess a commercial driver's license, and must be willing to
submit to drug and alcohol screening.
Salary range is $10-$14 per hour, depending upon qualifications and/or experience.
Applications may be obtained at 401 Olive
Street, between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. M-F. The deadline for applying is
July 20, 1998.

Photo

Do You Have
Manual Dexterity?
-Do You Like To Work
with Your Hands?
-Would You Like To Be In
the Health Field?
-Would You Like To Learn
Specialized Skills?
If so, there is an opportunity available as an Orthodontic Laboratory
Technician.
Send Resume To Box 1040-L
Murray, Ky. 42071
POSITION: ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
DESCRIPTION: The Assistant Director reports
directly to the Director and is responsible for
providing leadership to the Technology Center
in a variety of areas including the supervision of
the physical plant, business office, purchasing,
and all supplemental courses. The Assistant
Director prepares a variety of reports and
works with area business and industry to develop and provide specific training programs. The
Assistant Director provides on-site supervision
for all activities and serves as Acting Director in
the absence of the Director.
QUALIFICATIONS: A bachelor's degree in
Business, Education, or Public Administration
or a closely related area, five years work experience in a post-secondary vocational setting, a
minimum of three years experience supervising
employees in an educational or business setting, a minimum of three years experience in
budget preparation/fiscal management, extensive experience in records and reports preparation and submission, and the ability to work
with faculty and staff in the accomplishment of
institution goals and objectives. The successful
candidate will be detail oriented, people oriented, and able to meet deadlines.
APPLICATION PROCEDURES. Interested
individuals should submit a cover letter detailing how they meet the qualifications for the
position, a resume, and copies of transcripts to
Tennessee Technology Center
16940 Highland Ave.
P.O. Box 427
McKenzie, TN 38201
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280

HOFFMAN'S NURSERY
WEEKLY SALE ITEMS
PERENNIALS
50% OFF
Assorted Yarrow. Aruga &
Creeping Phlox
NURSERY STOCK
$9.99 3gal size
Burford, Holly
Compacta Holly
Old Gold Juniper
Little princess Spiraea
Upnght Nandina
Crape Myrtle
Fashion Azalea
Girard s Rose Azalea
Girard's Renee Azalea
HOTPOINT slectnc stove, Girard's Crimson Azalea
excellent condition $150
SOILS/ MULCHES
1.
'
• 0'
436-5309
25% Off • *
KENMORE appliances- 20 Pine'NuggetsPine Mulch
Cu tt retngerator. $300 Al- Cypress Mulch Hardwood
,Dmond w/d set $400 Call Mulch Peat Moss
Water Garden Plants
489-6124 after 5pm
Giant
Papyrus, $1500
with
R
REFRIGERATO
$3 00
double doors, water & ice Water Hyacinths,
All Lilies, $20.00
maker 753-2204
Vangated Reed, $5.00
Zebra Rush, $6 00
Taro, $7 00
Umbrella Palm, $5 00
1950'S EXCEPTIONAL'
Nursery Outlet
French walnuV harvest,
Volume Discounts
curve legged, 3pc parlor
On All Items.
sofa $1,000 obo
Call 759-4512.
753-0602.
THE GREEN DOOR
Sale' Sale' Sale'
antiques,
Collectibles,
books $100 & up 60s
Columbia bike, tables
depression
dressers,
glass, Avon, Hummel etc,
etc, etc Lots more' Open
Thur. Fri & Sat, 10am6pm
1-502-436-2929
From Murray, 94E to 732
about 5 miles, turn nght for
2 7 miles

minleire

A

work
Interserfflon.
1 Hall

(penhere,

ay

wally
1 lb BBQ
Pkg Buns
Pkg CAI Slav
Ten(Ier-14)in Ptg. Pet Salad
$10.99

('flickers
Itieirgtr%
l'on(l I4aised
(
kft

1)aily Lunch Specials II ami.-2 p.m.

Come & Discover!
1000 Blooming Varieties
Hardy Daylilies & Hosta.

El

OPEN GARDENS

El

Shade Seating • Refreshments
Photographers Welcome! Car Tours Available
Gift Plant with purchase
Hours: 9-5 Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Cloned Sun-, Mon., Tues., Wed.

El

Homes Fors.*

Walnut Plaza
104 N 5th

12X50, 2BR, 1 bate very
nice Must move $3800
obo 759-3138

753-8302 or
753-9621

12X65 2 BEDROOMS DOWNTOWN office space
partially furnished No 252 available Rent from $95 to
$150/mo, including utilitRiviera Cts 753-1308
1980, 14x80, 3br. 2 bath, ies Call Greg McNutt
new c/h/a, carpet, deck, 753-4451

FLEETWOOD
1985
14x70. 2br, dishwasher,
microwave, central ha.
753-9666

SMALL. furnished, 1br,
$150/mo plus deposit.
436-5697.

iDial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week - (13 week minimum)
In
am
ivailatory

,O-L

OR
reports
sible for
Center
vision of
chasing,
1ssistant
irts and
to develms. The
)ervision
'rector in

DIAL -%' 753-1916

J

ANTIQUE BOOTH SPACE AVAILABLE

INSURANCE

Lou V. McGary

ClIAIRIJUS AA'FIQUE ,L111J.
lc*

SODA

rouvrAIN

Ice*am

303 Male SI, P.O. Box 196 • Haul, KY 42049
E-Mall: Chartles106taol.com
Owner: Roy Gough • (502) 492-8175
1,1-F 10:00-5:00 • Sat 10:30-5:00 • Sun 1:00-5:00

Completely Mobile

•

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick
Borders
Phone (502) 759-4734

ommercial Waste
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033

Ed's Wheel Alignment

&

/ •••
71111—

er

Al Ye.. *wimp 4•44,

Charlie's Antique Mall in downtown Hazel. Ky. is
currently renting space. Charlie's is the largest
mall in Hazel with heating and air. 10'x10' spaces
are $55.00p/month and 10% commission. We are
open year around 7 days p/week. If you want good
sales and friendly service drop by or give us a call.
No tax number or lease required. You bring and
price/we do the rest. Remember, your first month
is always rent FREE at Charlie's.

David's Cleaning Services

terested
er details for the
scripts to

PM

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

/insured
?gree in
listration
irk expe'ietting, a
Dervising
less setrience in
it, extents prepar to work
hment of
Jccessful
le orient-

Call 753-Ifie

••••••,

A

ANS
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Alirustersi A Complete Brake Service,
Strith and Shocks rtr.
Mon-Fri.
7:011-4:10

Edmea Jones, Osnor
15021 753.1151

C.Whata Way to Start the Week'

- Dial Now Advertise Here

3BR, stove/refrigerator furnished. Central h/a. Deposit & leave required.
1303 Chestnut St.
759-4696.
CURRENTLY taking applications for rental assistance on 1, 2 & 3br units
for qualified applications
Apply at Mur-Cal Apartments. 902 Northwood Dr.
Equal Housing Opportunity. TDD• 1-800-247-2510.
2BR duplex, 1409 Hillwood $375/mo 759-4406

FURNISHED rooms to
rent across from MSU.
$250Jrno, utilities paid Deposit & references recf. 924-0901
,
quire
MOM
SLEEPING
$150/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898
340
Houses For Rent

You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare
does not.pay. S760 on Part A,S100 on Part B Call me for
more information.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

'N' Sell
A21 Park
121
By Pass

T--- 753-3985
----:rope
Next to Hickory Log
AUCTION WEB SERVICE
GET THE MOST FOR YOUR ITEM
Let us put your item in the largest auction on the world
wide web (iniernet). This service is especially great for
the item that would take that special "hard to find" buyer.
Results in Just 7 days. No item is to large or small in
value. Give us a call and we will talk with you about the
compatibility of your item for this type of auction. We
handle every detail for you including the shipping of the
item.
PRICES FOR OUR SERVICE'S
Non-Refundable Insertion Fee Per Item: $12.00
Commission Of Selling Price: 20%
If your Wens doesn't mil no commission Is owed
Contact Us For Details

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

FOR RENT
Little white house

in country I ih
miles north of Murray city limas. 3
small bedrooms sunroorn - living
room - eat in
kitchen with range
& ref. - 1 bath - ele.
heat (no more than
4 in family) - $325
per month plus deposit. Call 7534566 (for rental
application)
Cali 753-4566
9:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m.

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price .ranges it
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteprofessional
and
ous
ageAts at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St -

GREAT investment prop
erty New duplex in residential area, 909 N 20th
St Family room, kitchen
w/all appliances, washer.
dryer, 2 baths, 2 bedrooms,(Large master bedroom with walk in closet &
private bath) Gas heat,
central air, flooring in Berber carpet & .tile Ready
filtt o August Catt 7533966
LOCATED 8 miles out of
Murray off 94E on Chapel
Rd. 161/2 acres fenced
with 1977 3br, 1 bath mobile home $45.000 Call
(502)762-0055

Ask for Nell

2BR, c/h, stove, refrigerator. washer & dryer
Deposit re$425/mo
quired 1yr lease No pets
Across street from MSU
For appointment call Rogers Enterpnses, 753-5140,
nights 767-9230
3BR. 2 bath, fenced yard,
121 N $550/mo + deposit
Available August 15th
Purchase option available
489-2804
3BR, close to university,
all appliances. Available
around August 1st Lease
required, $550/mo. 7534359.
5BR, 1 bath & 2 half baths,
central air, $550/mo 7539826
FOR rent: Quiet country
home, 3 bedroom, 1 bath,
stove & ref $300 per
month. Depost & references required. 474-2374.
NICE 38r appliances turnished. Screened in porch
Near university. Detached
2 car garage. 759-2174.

Wiggins will pay all sales tax
through the month of July.
Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri.. Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

ALPINE
bpdcrordroscrib.
•

clarion
AC.

ILIP ICA II •Cla

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

"STOP"

Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

Y'S
HALE
and Sales

Rental
1 1 2 So 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rate,,
Come by to check out our low low, lowest rates
town for cars custom vans, and vans for moving

VERY nice duplex only
31 2 yrs old Central heat &
air 1050 feet in each
Numerous
apartment
amenities landscaped ex
cellent rental history Call
436-2487 or 759 1668

CUSTOM 'budding site in
the country 3 miles east '
downtown- Murray 3-1..
Paved frontage
acres
road Shared well Restricted 753-5231
HAMLIN. 2 beautiful' private lots at deadend
$1.900 436-5016, after
6pm
PRICED to sell' 100x175
wooded lot in Campbell
Estates Ideal for house
with walk-out basement
Call 753-1901
455
Acreage
1212 ACRES of wooded
land Very private and secluded in Calloway county
354-6062

%,01NG4011t=1MMti
ABSOLUTE AUCTION

EASTSIDE

NO MINIMUMS!NO RESERVATIONS!

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

753-5585

THURSDAY JULY 16TH AT 6:00 P. M.
999 Hwy 58 "Mayfield Rd"
13 IE NI-11-ID Al, IC IE NITIll IC IC lt
1 Mile West Of Court House

A STARTER NOME OR FOR THE INVESTOR!
Income Producing Property!!
"Renting For S400.00 A Month!"
Three Bedrooms And More!!
Recent New Roof - Siding & Trim
Natural Gas - City Sewers
Great Lot - Trees - Garden Area
Shown By Appointment
I WOW DOWN BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!'

JAMES R. CASH

I
—.SAUCTONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY- 502-623-8466 ,C

CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's
$20-$40/mo
759-4081

n

THE SELLING MACHINE

tis-A

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

i‘art4ery

--ree•

Ada&

ow

All Size Units
Available

Lots For Sale

753-3853
storage
NORTH WOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.homes.com
E-mail: carolwood@msn.com

Hwy 299
Mini Storage
489-6166
489-2796
Septic System
Installation

380
Pets & Supplies

SMALL house 7 miles east Ars(_. terna,e Rottweiller,
of Murray on nice private 6mos old, all shots &
lot. Linzy Beane Resi- wormed $150 Firm
dence 436-2582
901-247-5900.

July Special!

IP

360
Storage Rentals

641 Storage
All Sizes
Available

t'lItJtIJESAIN11Q111; ,Ltli,
10,
11)? SODA 1:1171TAIN It*"
313 Male St., P.O. Rol IN • Hazel, K142040
Charllea1041401-•0•0
Owear: Ray Gough • (502) 4024175
• Sat. 10:311-5:1110 • Sun.1:041-5:1110

FOR SALE 11/2 Acres.
on Highland Road East of
Murray 280FT Road frontage. nice building site mature trees. 9/10 of a mile
from Ky Lake. $7500 Call
474-8704 after 5pm

C-STORAGE
2BR. 1 bath, new centra 10x15 storage units, 4th St
in
home
brick
air,
heat &
& Sycamore E Next to
quire neighborhood one Cunningham Auto Repair
block from campus at 753-3571.
1652 Ryan Ave. W/D
hook-ups. Ready by August 1. Now accepting applications with year lease,
1 month deposit, $500 a
month. 753-6424

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

130

430
for Rent

NICE 2br, central air,
stove, refrigerator. w/d PROPERTY for sale 20
Lease. no animals, stor- acres on Johnny Robertage shed, near college son Road Duplex on 94
$500 deposit $500/mo west. 2 apts with 3 bedrooms each Three bed753-7920
room brick house Subdivi2BR, stove and refrigera- sion lots Call 753-5541
tor, w/d hookup, central
ACREAGE
nice 2br, 11,2 baths h/a. $475/mo, 12 month
VERY
LARGE one bedroom apt,
4 4+ Acres. off of Highland
deposit.
Townhouse.
1
month
Appliances
lease,
central h/a, MSU 2 blks,
Rd Mature Trees, private
furnished w/washer & dry- miles N. No pets.
furnished or unfurnished
road, good building site,
er, $500/mo, 1 yr lease 1 753-2259 or 527-8174.
759-5967
9/10 mile from Ky Lake,
mo deposit. No pets
3BR house for rent. car$10,000 Call 474-8704 afREDECORATED spacious 753-2905, 753-7536
Coleman
port,
appliances
ter 5pm
2br duplex, c1hla, applian330
RE. 753-9898.
1600 Ridgewood
ces
Ea= 3BR, 2 bath 753-4444
$375/mo Call 753-8096

RESIDENTIAL area duplex near MSU CNA, appliances, 102 Williams,
310
$350/mo 753-8096
2BR. brick, patio. w/d
FAMILY of 4 seeking to hook-up, shade No pets
rent 3 or 4 bedroom house S355/ma. 753-6931
in area Please call
1 OR 2br apts near dowtown Murray starting at
301-698-5403
$200/mo 753-4109
320
1 2 & 3BR units available
Apartments For Rent
immediately. Apply-at- Mur
Apartments, 902
1413 HILLVVOOD Nice Cal
Equal
Dr
Northwood
clean 2br, 1 bath, centra
h/a,
carpet. Housing Opportunity 759Berber
$375/mo. Lease, deposit 4984 TDD• 1-800-2472510
No pets 753-0814
apt. 1BR Diuguid Dr Call Cole1BR
furnished
$200/mo plus deposit. No man Realty 753-9898
pets. 753-3139.
2BR duplex, central ha,
1BR some utilities paid, dishwasher, microwave.
partially furnished Washer w/d hook-up No pets
& dryers available No $420/mo Security deposit
492-8393
pets 767-9037.
1BR, completely remod- 2BR near campus. No
eled, new stove & refriger- pets. Call 753-1203.
ator. Call 753-8588
2BR, 2 bath with garage,
1BR, low utilities, no pets. central h/a, appliances furnished, $525/mo, lyr
$225/m0. 753-3949
2BR duplex, 1209 Poplar, lease, 1 month deposit. No
low utilities, $295/mo plus pets, 753-2905 or
753-7536.
deposit. 753-9621
central gas h/a, ap2BR.
2BR upstairs apt. 4 miles
furnished
on 121 S. No pets, pliances
$285/mo + deposit. 489- $300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
2296.
2BR. duplex, central h/a,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up Coleman RE 753-9898.

IEl

IL

KENTUCKY Lake Lakeland Wesley Village. ibr
apartment, Wales included rent based on income
62 & older, or handicap &
disabled Equal Housing
- Opportunity.
502-3548886.
LARGE 2br duplex. 11 e
bath, 1148 sq ft, plus garage All appliances including washer & dryer Central gas h/a. S550,mo plus
deposit & lease No pets
436-2113

MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS. Make it
your home' Great 1 or 2br
ts with great
rapartmen,
centtal ha Taundry
Office hours
facilities
8am-5pm,
Mon -Fri
Equal
(502)753-8668,
2
1
for
EFFICIENCY apt
Housing Opportunity
blocks from MSU Partial
NEW tbr apt, all applianutilities furnished
including
ces
w'd,
753-3536
$325/mo
Deposit reEMBASSY apts now leas- quired. 436-5725
ing Nice 2br $300, Central
gas heat, c/a, close to NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3campus No pets. Cole- 4br house w/washer & dryer, furnished. near MSU
man RE 753-9898
Inquire at 1210 Main St
LARGE 1Br., Furnished,
753-1252 before 5pm.
759-2174
near university.
753-0606 after 5pm

SMALL business or office
space Paid utilities 7536106
4 CAR shop for rent. 7534509.
OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center 753-4509, 753-6612

El

Bethel
94 East 2 miles follow signs • 753-2993
[DI

Office Space
Various size suites

270

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

Gardens

L

PSE Thunderbolt bow 2
cam system, 28- adustable
draw, 65% letoff, 1 se,--1-“-m
old, Neg. 767-0547

NEAL Starks going out of
mobile home business. 3
mobile homes left
437-4465.

c
11
rDllEi

equal
!pting
oundnmering to
ming.
pendience.
Olive
1. and
ring is

200

FOR sale: 16x80, 1994 Atlanta, 3br, 2 full baths, gas
heat, central air. Setting on
a beautiful lot in country,
but 5 minutes fro anywhere. Maybe moved. Patio deck in back, front
porch w/swing. landscaped. Call 759-9215

Charbroiled

1111Q

ALMO COUNTRY STORE
Concrete lawn ornaments
water garden plants and
Pennnials,
accessories
shrubs trees Angels &
cherubs in our gift shop
753-1934

1989 14X50 ATLANTIC
2br, excellent condition
central h/a, $8,000 For
more information call
492-8298
1994, 14x80, 2 BEDROOM. 2 bath, central
heat & air with 36x36 fully
wired hsop on three lots
within walking distance to
lake. 474-8394.
1995 14'X52', 2br, 1 bath
on 86'X125' lot in Hazel
$19,500. 492-6151
1995 16X80 TRAILER foi
sale 759-4981

Now Buying Standing
Timber & Logs
Call 753-5305
or 753-9351

Hickory Smoked

3HP rear tine tiller Roper.
$125 3hp side discharge
mower/ bagger. $95
753-1818

240
For Rant

2BR, 11/2 bath, central 38R. 2 bath. 4 miles 121
h/a, boaV rv storage, shed South $400 month renV
& workshop $300/mo plus deposit 489-2296
deposit 436-5016. after AVAILABLE
now, 2br
6pm
furnished
downtown,
in Alm,
(Weir
2BR
$255
2BR trailer. NO pets. Refrefng • ii/c1,
erences needed Call 753- c/h/a, stove.
$375 New 1br apt in uni9866
versity Heights Stove, re2BR 753-6012
dishwasher,
frig
w/d
753-4937
8-5,
M-F,
$325
285
1BR apt available all appliances, larger than most
1/2 ACRE lot for mobile Call Mur-Cal Realty
753 4444
home north of Murray
492-6159
DUPLEX, 2br, stove, re2 ACRE. $100/mo 753- frigerator. carport, w/d
6012
hookup. No pets. Lease,
S37/mo plus deposit
300
18021/2A, Monroe Ave
753-8002

16HP Gilson lawn mower,
48' deck Good condition
Can be seen at Keith s
Lawn & Garden 502-4362194

etc With a 180'x90' lot, 3
$19,500.
outbuildings.
Must sell. Call 762-0171 59pm.

McKnight 6 Sons
Sawmill

320

320
Apilmisnis For llost

Homes For RoM

13, 1998

MINIATURE Schnauzer, 2
salt & pepper, 1 black
354-9923
SHELTIES, (toy Collies).
sable & white
502-354-8211
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858

Custom Backhoe
Work
Phone:
(502) 437-4545

•
•
•
•

Driveways
Pool Decks
Sidewalks
Patios

'Imprinted
• Colored
• Traditional
'Stained

Beauty That Lasts, A Price You Con Afford

CONCRETE
CREATIVE
Murr

390
Livestock & Supplies
BELGUIMS. 2 mares in
excellent shape Call after
dark (502)354-6705
HORSE for sale Call 7599215 after 530 ask for Ellen
LLAMAS. young Peacocks
& Barbados Sheep for
sale. Call Jerry at Fern
Terrace for further information. 753-7109
PINK EYE Mineral Fly
control mineral Anaplaz
mineral All available at
Farmers Farmacy 7592248
PURE BRED Reg Arabian
mare Well trained, stylish.
& spirited Easy keeper,
Bay, 17yrs old. $600 4354605 leave message

Nick Craig
OWIIN

728
7;:$7-a '

Fro*
Esttmotos

Many Wk.' and Colon Avo1101:14.1
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Blue Grass Backhoe
Septic Systems - New or Repair
Stumps & Trees Removed
General Cleanup & Hauling
Water Drainage Problems
Licensed - Insured

(502) 436-5970
VIVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVY

430
Rod EOM
11 ACRES on Hwy 280, 2
miles from park, with utilities, $27,000 436-5832
17 ACRES 1/2 mile to KY
Lake, 1500 ft paved road
frontage $47.600
489-2804
HALEY Appraisals
Haley. state certified
759-4218

Bob

24 Hr Service
Hedge Trunmmg
Full UDC of
Equipment
Free Esurnates

• j,

'41

12

ornes For Salo

1400 DIUGUID 1- 2 bedroom log home 100X200
lot. all city services Close
$49,900
to university
502-927-9191
2 NEW 3br brick Both with
all appliances & double
garage One includes hot
tub & large attic Both located on Metcalf Ln in
North Villa Subdivision
437-4783 or 753-8237

530

530

530

530

490

ligili

..•
•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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NEW vinyl, new windows
new floor coverings
Come to see this conveniently located home with
great neighbors Priced in
the 550 s Call Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
(broker owned) 753-1492
Quick possession Easy to
show. We will help you to
arrange financing

1993 MAZDA Miata convertible, red, 5sp, 1 owner,
75,XXX
dnven.
adult
miles $8995 759-4480
1995 TAURUS, great conmiles
51.XXX
dition
$8,300 753-2479
1996 cHEVROLET Corsica, 4dr, 4cyl, automatic,
air, extra clean 43xxx
miles, $6.000 Call 7594044
1997 FORD Taurus GL,
full power, V6, 3.0 engine
$9,975. 753-4801
1997 HONDA Civic Sedan, red, 8,XXX miles,
new condition, $12,900
759-3856

1981 PONTOON boat
24ft, 60hp Evinrude top
shape, fully equipped
$2950 436-2999 or 618734-1352
1989 GLASTRON 23 7
step thru bow, 454 Culin
engine, new trailer,.excellent condition Valued at
$15.500. Sell $11,950 obo
753-1818
1994 GLASTRON Run
about, 171t, excellent condition 753-4419

Al Al A Tree Service,
tree
removal
Stump
raking.
leaf
spraying
hedge trimming, landscaping. mulch hauling & mulch
spreading. gutter cleaning
Licensed & insured Full
tine of equipment Free estimates Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.

A& K
Chip and Sealing
Experienced
Professionals
Driveways
Padong Lots
SubdiviSions
--Free Esbmates-

By

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753-5484
3-D DOZING
f3ackhoe, septic. & gravel
hauling Driveways, foundations 502-437-4969

A-1 Tree. Professionals
removal, tree
Stump
Serving Murray
AFFORDABLE all around spraying
since 1980
hauling, Junk clean-up, Calloway Co
437-3044
estimates
Free
cleaning out sheds, tree
or 492-8737
work 436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp., REPLACE your roof with
foundations, slabs, side- Metal- Beauty- Quality and
walks, driveways, build- Style, all in one Replaceings. remodeling, repairs. ment windows in all styles
METAL
STOCKWELL
AGC certified 489-2214
ROOFING. LET US
SERVICE
BACKHOE
INSTALL ONE TODAY!
ROY HILL Septic system.
753-6585.
dnve-ways, hauling, founPAINTING
dations, etc 436-2113
Interior - Exterior
BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contract- Free estimates 437-3879
PAINTING
ing Insulated concrete
forms (R32) StyroCrete Interior, Extenor 25yrs
builders 502-436-2007 or experience References
Free Estimates 345-2325,
502-436-5264
CARPET cleaned by Cert 1-800-456-7237

Phone 753-1308
or 436-2619

&
LAMB Brothers Moving CUSTOM bulldozing
Contractors, cross country backhoe work, septic syb
4pm
or local. Licensed & Insur- tems. 354-8161 after
Horace Sholar
ed Luke Lamb
WALTERS Contracting
502-436-5950
Free estimates Guaran
APPLIANCE REPAIR
LiAll brands Kenmore 30. teed Quality Work
20
years expenence BOBBY censed & Insured Over
years experience Roofing
HOPPER 436-5848
vinyl siding
additions
PLUMBING
decks. remodeling Call •
service
Repairs fast
753-2592
436-5255
WOOD VCR
VCR s, MicroRepairing
Paving
Bros
MITCHELL
Oldest paving company in waves Free estimates
Calloway Co For esti- Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite & Dish
call 753-1557,
mates
Network Mon-Fri. 1-530
492-8141
753-0530
BOB'S PLUMBING SERV
TUCKER'S
All work guaranteed
Lawn Care Service
estimates 753-1134.
Mowing, trimming, grass
492-8584.
THE Gutter Co Seamless catching & general lawn
aluminum gutters. vanety care 502-759-9609. leave
of colors. Licenses. insur- message
Estmate available
ed
560
759-4690
7,11111Coltimst
CUSTOM BUILT
Wooden decks. fencing, FREE puppies Part Beapole barns, sheds, car- gle part Lab 759-9595
ports Also repair 7 rebuild
Excellent workmanship
Affordable rates
753-7860

PI

DE
beneb
DE.
than 1
a sta
Alleg
enhan
Is aim
toms
larly
Russi
Self

SETTING
PEACEFUL
beautiful 5Br, 3 baths, 2
2 STORY brick home story home w/2600sq ft
w/fireplace 3br, 2 baths, living area, hardwood
1994 VIP Pleasure boat
neighborhood, floors,
family
paneled
wood
191/2 ft, V-6 Mercruiser,
detachAPPLIANCE REPAIR
fenced backyard.
doors, insulated windows,
nice, garage kept PROFESSIONAL extra
Asking
garage
ed
10
w/
intercom Available
Asking $11,500 435-4075
DEPENDABLE
$58,750 518 So 6th St, or 26 acres Lots of trees
1997 S'TRATOS 295, p30 502-767-9552. ,
Murray 759-2128
MLS N3001322 COntact
Evinrude, extras
LARRY'S Small Engine
2 STORY, 3br, 1 bath on Kopperud Realty
753-9850
Repair Will repair any
Ig lot. 5 miles north of 753-1222
NEAL Starks Motor Sales,
Gibson make or model riding
Murray. Central h/a, city
Hardin, KY Plenty of used 36FT documented
houseboat with newly re- mower, push mower, wee
water, cable, Ig shop
PRICED $25.000 below cars & trucks for sale
built 440 Chrysler & newly dealer, or chainsaws 30
753-2676 or 753-0961
appraisal - Wonderful op- 437-4465
remodeled. $14,500 obo
day warranty on parts & la2,400 SO feet. 10ft ceil- portunity to own this three
MOVING must sell( 1998 753-9826
bor. Pick-up & delivery
Updattub
ings, whirlpool
bedroom, two bath home Dodge Avenger, silver,
ed & renovated Near with living room, family
3yr old available Phone 492-8437
24'
pontoon
LOWE
Automatic,
car.
great
downtown area 3-4br & 2 room with an efficient U115 horse or 492-8548
interior, fully equip- with trailer,
leather
bath $92.500 Call 753- shaped
anchor LAWN mowing Reasonakitchen.. add
power
Johnson,
ped, power everything.
8563 for more information/ fenced yard with pool. all
trolling ble & satisfactory
$20,000 or take wench, depth gage.
Asking
appointment
below $100,000.. first time over payments Call 759- motor, extra seats $9,000. 759-4659
Techs Murray Carpet & ANTIQUE refinishing, furCall 436-5099.
3BR, 11?2 bath, fenced offered at this price!! Quick 9215.
Upholstery Cleaning
niture repair & custom
CON
SMALL
MIKE
21
landscaped, possession. Century
backyard,
1995 SUNCRUISER pon- STRUCTION
753-6300 anytime
woodworking 753-8056
estiFree
north edge of town, 3yrs will help you to arrange fitoon, teal & salmon color, mates Remodeling, fenc- CARPORTS for cars and
753-1492.
us
Call
nancing
bimini top, 115hp Evin- ing. decking, roofing & elec- trucks. Special sizes for
old 753-6725
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
rude. Apprx 30hrs. like trical 489-2832
3BR, 2 bath brick, Thermal
motor home, boats, RVs
DODGE Grand Car1995
Realtors.
new. 435-4602 or 559tilt windows, new berber
and etc. Excellent protecavan SE FWD, emerald
Carpet Cleaning
LEE'S
for a trip.
carpet, new C/H/ gas/ air, RESIDENTIAL rental prop- green, rear air, 6cyl, key- 8510.
Let us clean your Carpets- tion, high quality, excellent BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
erty. All located near uni- less
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Hill
1 yr old roof, on lot & 1,2
436-2113.
Roy
value.
LOADED,
entry,
Upholstery. Pet odor reversity. 753-1040 after 72,XXX miles. New tires.
***** Others seek you out. BusiPriced in $60's. 489-2509.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
moval. Commercial or
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, ness dealings are unusually profit$10.500 obo. 435-4092.
ANXIOUS to sell. 3br. 1 6pm
Residential_ Serving Mur- Additions, garages, decks, July 14, 1998:
Care
Yard
1ST
11/2
Class
on
able. Don't settle for less than what
cabin
bath, brick house, many STUCCO
ray for 26 years. Free esti- remodeling, vinyl siding
600
At times,
mulching, land- mates. 753-5827 Visa/MC. 20yrs experience 753- Extremes mark events.
Mowing,
you want. A boss expresses willingupdates, nice subdivision, acres w/white oaks at ParWed Thesks
you will feel ecstatic, only to plum- ness to give you a bonus,if you put in
scaping, trimrrling, etc.
31 25 Old Salem Rd. Pnce is Landing. Walking dis5592
met into depression. Because at your the extra effort needed. Attend an
MASONRY WORK
759-0670 leave message.
reduced to $76,900. 753- tance of golf course & boat
Cleaning Servyou will feel so good, when you important meeting in the afternoon.
sm DAVID'S
best
prices,
e
Reasonabl
floors,
Hardwood
dock.
1159.
ices. "Cleaning" vinyl sidA REMODELING
feel up to snuff, you will feel Tonight! Schedule a money talk
porchdon't
steps,
s,
foundation
&
heat
BENTON. KY. 20 Acre: fireplace, sunroom,
ing, homes, mobile homes,
PROJECT represents a
Peoples Bank of
down. Your waistline also LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
492Call
intensely
etc
es, repairs,
Main house has 3500sq ft, air. $59,900.
boats, brick driveways.
considerable financial inMurray is acto changes, so be
subject
be
could
6225
679.
901-644-0
**** Plunge into work, and get
3 bedroom, 3 bathroom,
parking lots, all exterior
vestment. Let the vantage
bids
cepting
to be trim. Opwant
you
if
careful
ROOFING
METAL
large living-room, big fami- 3BR, 2 bath, central hi&
cleaning
excentury's
the job done. News from a distance
acid
quarter
cleaning.
of a
through July 17,
portunities knock on your door.Youll has you kicking up your heels.Share
SUPPLIES
ly room, dining-room, large garage. appliances Coleperience help.RE-NU-ITH!
available. David Borders,
especially enjoy domestic life. If you your happiness with co-workers.
1998 on a 1994
All colors in stock
kitchen, rear porch roofed, man RE. 753-9898
Consultation, CAD, free
Insured, Completely Moare single, you'll have many poten- This could be a special opportunity.
ConRd
Coldwater
808
Chrysler
basewith
garage
474-8451.
734.
car
3
estimates.
bile. Phone 502-759-4
4BR new brick home: 3 full
tial suitors. If attached, the two of Creativity surges, answers come in
points)
(5
68,xxx
ment. Also: Guest house baths, formal dining, huge
corde.
Cellular 502-853-1108
ADAM'S HOME
LL
METAL
you experience greater happiness. from left field. Take time for a speSTOCKWE
has 1400sq ft, new tennis kitchen, lots of closets, 2
good
Very
mi.
IMPROVEMENTS
HARDWOOD FLOOR
a new residence, or make cial friend. Tonight: Celebrate.
753-6585.
ROOFING
Purchase
equip60x42
court, new
Remodeling,
car garage. Buy now and
Additions,
condition.
Installation & finishing
even more comfortable.
home
your
ment building, tobacco pick your carpet color. Call
Decks,
S
Roofing,
MICHAEL'
Repairs,
Custom design Affordable
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
are likely in 1999.
benefits
l
Financia
barn, $257,000.00. Also: 753-3903.
TRANSMISSION'S
etc. One Call Does It ALL.
Let your imagination go.
rates 753-7860
*****
ARIES gives you a reality check.
90 Acre fencing farmland. CORNER of N 7th & Olive
Specializing in complete
No Job Too Small.
Someone can't find the words to
IAN
ELECTRIC
2 ponds, 60x40 horse Starter home or excellent
492-6267.
overhauls on late model
thank you, yet his actions express
R&R ELECTRIC.
barn, $155,000.00. Ap- rental property. Generates 1981 CHEVY pickup, 350
domestic transmissions. New construction, rewir- The Stars Show the Kind of Day his caring feelings for you. Worry
of Work
Types
ALL
pointment per phone. 502- S465/mo on two units. motor, lots of extra's. Call
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; less about the present; aim for the
753-0152.
ing, mobile home hookLandscaping, mulching,
527-2631.
e; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
3-Averag
Great commercial poten- between 5pm-8pm. 436- hedge tnmming, sidewalk
maintefuture. Discuss a partnership. Ask
ups, electrical
$41,500.
5856.
B-3.
BY Owner: 2br, 1 bath, tial. Zoned
edging,
MOODY'S Mower Repair
for what you need. A co-worker could
nance & repair. Call anyARIES(March 21-April 19)
large lot, newly remodeled. 762-4483 or 345-2748 af- 1986 TOYOTA 4x4, 5sp,
Tree Thmming and
Pickup & delivery.
time. Murray, 762-0001.
use your assistance. Tonight: Over*** There's new spring in your time at the office.
Removal,
Wingo $36,500. 489-2804. ter 5pm
753-5668.
Celle 519-1592.
179,xxx miles, runs good,
step. Your perspective is renewed, SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
470
BY Owner: New 4br, 2
looks good, $3,000 obo Brush clearer, bush hogand you'll be most pleased with the **** Listen carefully to someone
sweeplawn,
ging, gutters,
Motorcycles
437-3002
bath brick with formal dinsolution to a problem. Intuition who has a lot to say. Not that you will
more.
lots
ing,
hauling,
ing room & 2 car garage in
1988 Dakota Sport, autoserves you. You know what to do and necessarily agree! Good will emaNorth Villa includes appli- 1982 HONDA 750 Night- matic, p/s, air, good condi- Fast, courteous service.
which way to go. Distinctive think- nates from you, allowing others to
ances, whirlpool tub, & hawk, excellent condition, tion inside & out. Sharp. Message 753-2092.
marks your decisions. Tonight: reveal what is on their mind. Undering
your
lie
to
.int
,,.•
(leant),
tor
log
700+ sq ft, unfinished up- new tires, $1,075. Call af- $3.500. 435-4550.
look
•
.
II ,011.11APPLIANCE REPAIR
Enjoy life.
blueprint.: X: '411(41lica•
root ract or. W
building
stairs. Only 5 minutes from ter 5pm 492-8139.
IONALPROFESS
standing close ties in your life helps
1993 CHEVY Astro van,
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
ion, we' c.in give viol 3 contract price before we
town off 641 North. Call 1991 BIG Bear 350cc 4X4,
you relate more intimately.Tonight:
$5,000. 1988 Ford Rang- DEPENDABLE.
. I \'On Art• ii 11(11.6111.11 I' ork on 3 eir,t
**** You succeed way beyond your Be naughty and nice.
436-2287.
502-767-9552.
adult ridden only. $3.500 er. $1,500. 759-8914
less
wildest dreams. Don't settle for
BY OWNER: Vinyl sided Firm. 901-247-5900.
y building voile,
ne,t
We • pl,
1996 CHEVROLET ex- APPLIANCE REPAIRS
get distracted. A loved one has a CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
or
hike
Intl
ill
house located on 1005 1995 HARLEY Davidson tended cab. 4wd, red, grey Factory trained by 3 major
ron,triui
iii
We .i1,0 ..peeialize
of throwing you off balance. ***** Be more open, so you can
way
a
has
Road
Coldwater
home,. large nt ,rnall.
883 Sportster, 9000 miles, leather interior, loaded, 1 manufacturers. All work
in to your goals, at least hear someone better. A co-worker
tuned
Stay
16X22.5 living area with lots of chrome Call 489- owner, 14,XXX miles, still and parts warranted. Ask
Find time for an impor- cares a little more than you are
day.
the
for
e
Bruc
fireplace, tiled foyer. kitch- 2772
'
under warranty. Must sell( for Andy at The Appliance
Tonight: Get a good aware. Phones are busy as you remeeting.
tant
cabinets,
en with custom
hid%
I I Ile I Oi.S•
Works, 753-2455.
FOR Sale: 1995 Yamaha $22,500 obo 753-6885.
turn calls; messages never seem to
night's sleep.
dining area, two bedASPHALT SEALING
Timberwolf, 2wd, excellent 1996 NISSAN 4X4 p/u,
5O2) 753-8343
21-June 201
end. Make plans for a meeting,even
(May
GEMINI
rooms, three walk in closcondition, $2,700 obo. Call 7,XXX miles $12,950. Travis Asphalt Sealing
***** Read between the lines if you haven't thought through the
ets, two full baths, utility
Driveways, parking lots
502-623-8890.
753-2479
room, garage, wood deck,
with a boss, who can't say all that he issue yet. Tonight: Put your feet up.
Free estimates 753-2279
and landscaping on a nice NEW Kawasaki Mohave, 1997 F-150 Supercab
wants. What looks like a great op- AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
lot in city limits. House is 250 4-valve dual over- Ford Lariat, 2 wheel dnve,
CARPET Cleaning
portunity is just that. Do not negate *** Your more possessive side
professionally decorated. head cam. 4 wheeler. Call fully loaded. anti theft devi- Emergency Water Removthe importance of your charm in emerges. Indulging someone and
ces, dual air bags. Asking al. Free Estimates. SatisFor an appointment to 753-9210.
coaxing someone to your point of being good to him will bond him far
$20,000 or take over pay- fied
show call 753-0839 from
References. Call
view. Plan on a group event later in more deeply to you than trying to
ments. Must sell Call 759- Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
7am-5pm or 759-4272 afSport UtiMy Vehicles
hold him in. Express feelings later
day. Tonight: Join friends.
the
S02-41.36-5.74-41.
9215.
ter 5pm.
21-July 22)
after you have mellowed out.
on,
(June
R
CANCE
CERTAINTEED vinyl re1.-800-5.4.13-5.26.2
510
you
CHECK out this totally ren- 1994 CHEVROLET Blaz
but
drifts,
a stand financially. Tonight:
mind
Take
Your
****
5
full
widows,
placement
ovated Canterbury Home. er, 4dr, 4x4, Em. Green
Campos
Listen to Favorite spot, favorite people.
ideas.
great
with
up
Tree Thew,
come
year unlimited warranty
Eseueeous
Fr.,.
LICENMD & INSU ED
bedrooms, three neutral interior, LT, loaded
Five
Cleanup Service
lifetime replacement parts.
someone only if you feel the informa- PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
21 Hr. Service
baths, over 4000 square excellent condition. 354
1978 MINI motorhome, Wolverine vinyl siding
Hodge Triaurwie
Full Lem of
tion is pertinent. You have strong ***** You are a live wire, full of
Equeporseu
feet under roof Updates 6062
Ti'.. Sproyme
221/2'. 43,XXX $3,500 492-8723
that you should keep to your- energy. Initiate changes, and make
feelings
Ti'... &Swop
include roof, heat &
436-5016. after 6pm
Qua/./1
comes through for things happen. A family member
partner
A
self.
G
Service
CLEANIN
Removed
hardwood floors, carpet,
expect it. To- cheers you on. Listen carefully to
least
you
when
Sport Utility VettiCles
you
Rentals.
Estate,
1987 JAYCO Designer For Real
vinyl, paint, bath fixtures,
someone's feedback. Recognize that
night: Work late.
Sehes, 35ft. 5th wheel, ex- New Construction. Also
deck, plus more. Priced
he views finances more realistically.
Explorer. 4dr, cellent condition, located painting & repair. 075922)
ug.
FORD
19gd
23-A
(July
LEO
at
appraisal
below
1
Order in.
Tonight:
windows,
doting
help
power locks**** Someone can't
at KY Lake in Missing Hills 0484.
$174,900. Call Kopperud
condition
profesexcellent
A
happen.
all
owner,
it
Let
Concord.
New
in
you.
on
Resort
LAWN
DS
CRAWFOR
Realty at 753-1222 for
502-435-4384.
Includes decking, wooden
sional partnership produces an un- BORN TODAY
SERVICE &
your showing today!
storage shed & paid lease
usually profitable financial venture. Filmmaker Ingmar Bergman(1918),
WATER GARDEN
490
MUST sell immaculate 1
Pnce $16,000. Phone colthrough calls, keeping business newsman John Chancellor (1927),
Sort
INSTALLATION
Used Cara
owner home, perfect for
4
Ford(1913)
lect (941)923-3525.
priority. Deal with personal former presiden*t Gerald
Mowing, fertilizing, bed
first
* *
first time home owner or
plans
Make
clean-up
lawn
Tonight:
later.
mulching.
matters
older couple. 3BR. 1 bath, 1982 DATSUN 210, needs
Free estimates_ 753-1934.
520
carport, low utilities, 12yrs work. $150 767-9820
FENCING
&Motors
old. Broad St. 753-7455
1986 HONDA Accord,
Midway Fence Company
days, after 6.30 753-1623
white, hatchback. sunroof,
17FT Runabout, 120hp Chain link, wood & vinyl at
ask for Pam
3dr Asking $1,800
www.automobllesonlIne.com.
Mercruiser boat, $500, reasonable prices.
NEW 2200sq ft, 3br, 2
759-4711
trailer $500, both $900. 759-1519.
bath brick home, w/2 car
Cavalier Call 759-1693 after 6pm.
GARDEN tilling, bushhoggarage attached & con- 1987 CHEVY
753-0602
ging, small jobs, driveways
crete drive. Oak kitchen wagon, $875
18FT Lowe pontoon boat
cabinets wrtile & hardwood 1989 WHITE Chevy Cava- with 25hp Mercury motor. graded with box blade.
floors. Appliances includ- lier, 2dr, automatic, good trailer included, asking Gerald Carroll 492-6159
ed. Priced to sell. 753- condition, $1500. 435- $3.500. 17ft Ebco ski boat, GUTTERS: Quality seam4294
6319.
new carpet, seats & up- less aluminum gutters VaCUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
4dr holstry. 4cyl Volvo I/0, trail- riety of colors. Free estiNEW 3br. 2 bath house 1990 CHEVY corsica
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
•Toll Free Technical Support Available
sell. er, asking $2.850. To see mates Licensed. Also proto
Need
car
Great
garden
has
bath
Master
All Types Of:
ce
gutter
viding
maintenan
$1,600
condition.
Excellent
Seven Days A Week
436-2960
call
tub w/whirlpool Cathedral
Custom Woodworking
& supplies Vinyl shutters
ceilings in living & dining obo Please call 767-0836. 18FT Renken, open bow,
in a variety of colors. Call
•33.6 Modems For A Super-Fast
rooms Custom oak cabi- 1990 HYUNDAI hatch- tn hull. 4 cyl, Volvo I/O.
West KY Seamless Gutnets, extra large double back, runs like a deer, with trailer, good fish/ ski
Internet Connection
ters for all your gutter
• Drop by and see our showroom
garage Low 90's Call looks pretty good too boat Needs lifting arrn.
needs.
Bunny Woad)
753-0278_
(Bohoncl
MURRAY
SUNBURY
Will
409
Asking $1,150. Phone
Book value $180000
753-0355
• Local Access Number
753 5940
Hand
Tree
at $150000 759-3608 or 388-4150 ask HELPING
NEW house with mother in start talking
-49.
4101.111
estimates
Ftee
Service.
drive
test
your
for
for Vic
law apartment or teen re- Call
•Free Personal Web Page Storage
Have references. Call, ask
treat (2 rooms & bath on 759-3640
1977, 17F1 Monad( bass for David, 436-5394
Evinrude
lower level) with french 1991 FORD Festiva. yel- boat.
75hp
•All the Software Needed To Get Started
LAMB BROTHERS
doors opening onto a pa- low. 3dr, 100,XXX miles. w/tnm, foot controlled trolSERVICE
LAWN
tio Upstairs there are Asking $1,500. 753-5665.
ling motor. 2 depth finders
financing
landscaping
Mowing
Wheeler McClain Fold can arrange
3br's & 2 full baths, plus 1992
RS. live wells. $2500
CAMARO
turned down
raking
trimming,
been
hedge
have
if
you
kitchen,
large
dining room,
58.XXX miles auto. V-8, t- 437-3002
pressure washing Free
before. Loans available
utility, great room and 2 tops, loaded Call after
ask
436-2102
estimates
.,111111111r
for
1st time buyers. bad
DC
282
,
car garage Call 753-3903
STRATOS
1997
5pm 753-0727
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Johnson for Ben
150hp
boat,
bass
log
Story
REDUCED 2
1992 LUMINA Euro, 3 4L
Call Us At 800-651-1599 Or Visit Our Site At www.midwest.net
Fast Sthke, 12/24 volt trolCall Kenny at
home, 4yrs old, 3800sq
V-6, white, all power, 4dr
Law&
Eagle
BUSH HOGGING
13 acres fenced w/pond. Call 753-3785 or 489- ling motor
Keller's Computer Place
Racer Insider Publications
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256
rance electronics. 0 B
Gardens and lawns ro30x60 shop, 120x50 barn, 2183
1360() Hwy. 121 South
214
St.
15th
North
10hrs
than
ro5ft
Less
with
totilled Tractor
charger
24x36 barn, 18x36 barn,
New Concord, KY 42076
42071
KY
Murray,
kept
garage
totiller Also, haul gravel for
24x40 equipment shed. 1994 FORD Probe. red. on all
Mayfield
247-9300
Jon
-5933
502-436
spread
Highway
U.S.
and
-7940
driveways
502-753
Firm.
$15.500
Kentucky
Reduced to $380,000. extra sharp, extras. 87xxx
I-800-874-0256
45 South
esy 437-4030
901-247-5900.
miles. $8,500 753-1021
753-7687
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dated parts of our biological systems
For example, of what use is the
appendix' Body hair? Toenails? I'm
afraid that we are victims of our
genetic heritage Many of our biological traits are simply leftovers from an
earlier, more primitive stage
Therefore, my answer to your question is purely speculative. Toenails
were probably a useful adjunct to
tree-climbing and fighting among our
earliest ancestors. Of course, these
ancient hominids didn't wear shoes
and they let their toenails grow, so
they probably failed to experience
ingrown toenails, which seem to be a,
curse of modern men and women who
do not climb trees and engage in
related activities.
This is a fascinating subject and, in
my opinion, reflects the many ways in
which we are the products of our Igological inheritance. Why, indeed; do
we need toenails? Or testosterone
surges? Tonsils? Noses and sinuses?
Male breasts? The list goes on. The
answer is: We're stuck with these
things until a biological mutation
removes them from our DNA sequencing. Are we, after all, merely
civilized animals in the process of
continual evolution? Probably, yes.

DEAR DR GOTT. What are the
benefits of ginseng?
DEAR READER. In use for more
than 2,000 years, ginseng has become
a staple of the herbal remedies.
Alleged to reduce stress and to
enhance mental and physical acuity, it
is also purported to relieve the symptoms of cancer and aging. It is regularly included in the -provisions of
Russian cosmonauts.
Scientific studies have yielded' conflicting results. In some, ginseng has
been shown to exert an anti-oxidant
effect, supporting claims of cardiovascular protection In other studies,
however, ginseng has been proven
useless.
Overdose can result in rash, diarrhea. weakness, high blood pressure
and nervousness. Other side effects
include vaginal bleeding, breast
swelling in men, and excitation.
Ginseng should be avoided by patients
with diabetes who take prescription
anti-diabetes medication. The herb
can lead to low blood sugar in these
circumstances.
At present. research has failed to
document that ginseng affects the consequences of aging and cancer.
Therefore, I discourage its use —
except under close medical supervision.

1998 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'd like to know
why we need toenails. I'm bothered by
ingrown toenails and I wonder why we
have to put up with the darned things
anyway. What good do they do?
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PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR READER: Questions such as
yours invariably cause me to wonder
why universities do not offer courses
in what I call "comparative paleobioloKyr." the study of the purpose of out-

DEAR ABBY: I have carried this
resentment for two years and would
like to ask you if I am right or
wrong to feel hurt and angry.
On Thanksgiving 1996, which
was our 53rd anniversary, my wife
and I invited our children and
grandchildren and a few close
friends to our home for dinner. We
receiyed many nice gifts from all.
Abby, the following day my wife
passed away. It was completely
unexpected. Thank goodness all my
family was here.
One couple, whom my wife and I
had known for many years, immediately asked me to return their gift. I
was shocked, but of course I complied. My children were angry at me
for giving in to their request.
Was I wrong to return their gift?
Please don't identify me, as the couple lives neqr6y.
STILL HURTING IN GEORGIA
DEAR STILL HURTING: No,
you were not wrong to have
returned the gift, but I think it
was wrong of them to have
asked you to do so.
DEAR ABBY: I participate in a
support group for families of teens
in residential treatment. Many of
our teens are making new choices.
Among them is the choice of chastity until marriage, even though they
may have had sex prior to the program. These teens are glowing and
radiant in their newfound personal
power. We are helping them learn
how to heal families and meet new
challenges in their lives.
One question has us stumped: If
a,'young woman had sex as a teen,
then chooses chastity until marriage, can she stil wear white at her
wedding?
ANONYMOUS,PLEASE
DEAR ANONYMOUS: Yes,
indeed. A white wedding gown
signifies a first-time bride, not
chastity. And these days, the old
"rules" have been relaxed so
that a bride may wear whatever
color she chooses, whether it's
her first, second or subsequent
marriage.

If you are what
you eat, why not
cut back on fat?

www.amhrt.org
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Dump this turkey!
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BILL IN OLYMPIA, WASH.
Scott of the Murray Kiwanis Club 28.
Fifty years ago
attended the Kiwanis InternationFla..
Beach,
The
first case of Rocky MounMiami
at
meeting
al
tain Spotted Fever in Calloway
June 25-28.
Donna Carol Burton and Michael County this year was reported this
Ray Bright were married May morning by Dr. Robert W. Hahs.
The Democratic leadership today
26 at First Christian Church, Maydrafted 70-year-old Al hen W.
field.
Barkley of Paducah to he PresiThirty years ago
The Murray City Council dent Harry Truman's 1948 vice
approved a resolution requesting the presidential running mate at the
meeting at Philadelphia
Calloway County Fiscal Court it
about"Run, turkey, run!"
It reminded me of the time we
were staying in a motel and listening to the sound of "birds" in the
next room We were ready to call
the desk when they all settled
down.
The next morning we read in the
paper that the National Turkey.
Calling Contest was in town that
weekend!
NANCY BECK, MESA, ARIZ.

f4i0u) PEOPLE COME TO THE
BUT NOW THE4 SPEND HOURS r'PEOPLE USED TO GOME TO
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FOR THE ONE THING TECHNOLOG4 CAN'T PRCNIDE...

Famous Hand
take the king at trick two.
Klinger wisely ducked the queen
of hearts, whereupon declarer
ruffed a spade in dummy. South
then played a club to the queen and
ace, and Klinger returned a club to
dummy's king. Declarer ruffed a
club, played the ace of trumps,
then led the trump jack to West's
king, producing this position:
North
• A Q 1086
East
West
+ A J 10
If 8
•7 4
•K 5
+74
South
4Q
✓ 106
•J 9
Klinger now made the spectacular play of the king of diamonds to
dummy's ace. South, having alA thing of beauty is a joy for- ready lost three tricks,found to his
ever. So said John Keats in 1818, dismay that he could not avoid
and what he wrote then is relevant losing another, regardless of
to a play made by Ron Klinger in whether he won the next diamond
the Australia-U.S. match during in his own hand or in dummy (eithe 1976 World Bridge Olympiad. ther West would score a trump
Klinger was West for Australia trick or East would score a spade
and led the seven ofspades against. trick).
Had Klinger returned a heart,
four hearts doubled. East took the
king and returned a trump to re- a club or his low diamond,declarer
duce the number ofpotential spade would have made the rest of the
ruffs in dummy. Declarer played tricks with the aid of a diamond
play
the queen of hearts to avoid wind- finesse. The king ofdiamonds
ing up in dummy if West refused to was indeed a thing of beauty.

CROSSWORDS
43 Ending with
part
44 South of
Neb.
46 Prison
48 — Chaney
50 "— Dick"
53 Ventilate
55 Tipple
57 Bikini top
58 Oversimplified
writing
61 Alphabet
sequence
63 Negative
prefix
64 Barrel (abbr )
65 Clock or
watch
68 Diocese
69 "Bonanza"
brother
70 — whiz
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1 Grimace
4 Will-o'-the8 So-so grade
11 Become
formed
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13 — so forth
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Angel"
15 "Golden Girl"
Arthur
16 "Gone With
the Wind"
character
18 Fleur-de- —
20 Firearms grp
22 Castor —
23 Actress
Hatcher
25 Tall tale
27 But (Sp.)
30 Be in debt
32 Hurried flight
from the law
34 24 hours
35 Agave plant
37 Hospital
worker
40 Linden ID
41 An ocean
(abbr )
1

2
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4 Jetty
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7 Tquana
money
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I'VE SEEN READING TROMA5
WOLFE'S 'YOU CAN'T 60
ROME AGAIN"

Subscribe to
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In 1985, Live Aid, an international rock concert in Londcrn,
Philadelphia, Moscow and Sydney, helped money for Africa's
starving people.
Ten years ago: Final results of
Mexico's recent presidential election were released, giving the
victory to the candidate of the
governing party, Carlos Salinas
de Gortari. Opponents called
election "stolen."
Five years ago: The American
League defeated the National
League in the All-Star Game,
in Baltimore. Race car driver
9-3,
•
Davey Allison died in Birmingham, Ala., of injuries suffered in
a helicopter crash.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

1 Mrs
Eisenhower
2 Stamp of
approval
abbr.
3 World Wide

3

n

:0

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, July 13, the
194th day of 1998. There are 171
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 13, 1793, French revolutionary writer Jean Paul Marat
was stabbed to death in his bath
by Charlotte Corday, who was
executed four days later. Marat's
slaying is depicted in the famous
painting by Jacques Louis David.
On this date:
In 1787, Congress enacted an
ordinance governing the Northwest Territory.
In 1863, rioting against the Civil War military draft erupted in
New York City; approximately
1,000 died people over three
days.
In 1967, race-related rioting
broke out in Newark, N.J.; by the
time the violence ended on July
17, 27 people had been killed. •

Tomorrow: Double Indemnity.
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CONTRACT BRIDGE

West dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
+2
✓ 95
• A Q 108 6 32
4K 8 5
DEAR ABBY: We never laughed
EAST
WEST
so hard as we did at the column
•AKJ 10863
+ 74
7
•K 8 4 3
•7 4
•K 5
J 96
+A 7432
SOUTH
•Q 9 5
A Q J 10 6 2
•J 9
+Q 10
The bidding:
North East South
West
4
3+
1•
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Dble
Opening lead — seven of spades.

CATHY
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reading
12 DC VIP
17 Word with
boot or joint
19 Theater sign
(abbr.)
21 Aircraft
control
24 — Jima
26 Prohibit
28 Cheer
29 Olive —
(Popeye)
31 Seabird
33 Civil Rights
leader (its )
35 — Mahal
36 Call — — day
38 Dolores —
Rio
39 Sweet potato
42 Responsible
45 Cribbage
term
47 "Diamond 49 Dressed to
the —
51 Fanny -52 New Haven
university
54 Babe —
56 Burst
58 Non-profit TV
59 Honest —
60 "0 Sole --62 Porky —
66 Streep ID
Cummings
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RATES
$18.00
3 mo.
$38.00
8 mo.
$72.00
1 yr....
Mail Subscription
RATES
3 mo.........$49.50
$59.50
8 mo.
...$85.00
1 yr..
Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C
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Mall this coupon with
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Beetle damage a problem for west Kentucky
"It is important to determine
Rivers, according to Ric Bessin,
defoliation to beans to decide
when silk clipping takes place relaextension
is
application
insecticide
entomologist.
an
whether
tive to the pollination process and
warranted. This will enable you to
"Japanese beetle feeding causes
growing conditions," he
general
is
decimake a more accurate control
insignificant damage when corn
added."To determine this, carefully
sion by considenng the price of
in the vegetative state. However
monitor crop development and silk
beans and cost of control in addition
feeding as corn begins to silk inclipping
activity. Check fields when
it
because
defoliation.
to the extent of
creases the potential loss
silks first appear. Scout at least 40
"Generally, consider an insectiinterferes with pollination and can
drastically affect kernel develop- feed into the field and examine
cide application if plants have 30
at least five
before
ment and corn yield, Bessin said. groups of 20 plants in
percent or more defoliation
bloom, 20 percent or more defoliation from bloom to pod fill, or 30
percent or more from pod fill until
harvest."
Johnson said insecticides labeled
"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
to control Japanese beetles are listed
in Extension publication "InsectiFast Service * Convenient Location * Handy Drive-Up Window
Soyfor
ons
cide Recommendati
CAPT
beans" (ENT-13). Another helpful
•0
Great Weekly Special
publication is "Kentucky Integrated
Soybeans"
for
Crop Management
Chicken Strip
(IPM-3).
"Soybean producers should be
Basket
able to achieve adequate control,
Medium Drink
providing that an appropriate application is made," he said. "However,
"Place ain't fancy but sho is good food!"
if you've not dealt with this pest
before,be aware that it can appear in
Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. • Sat. 11 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
requires
and
very large numbers
753-0045
Murray. Ky.
Chestnut Si.
more than one application."
Japanese beetles also are feeding
MICHELIN • GOODYEAR • (;ENERA1. • CONTINENTAL
on corn primarily in western counties along the Ohio and Mississippi
FIRESTONE
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Tuesday, July 14
8 a.m.-?
144-A Cook Lane
Off Bethel Road
1 Mile From 94E

PRICE
$47.22
$49.07
$38.12
$40.12
$39.87
$40.67
$46.32

WW
WW
BW
BW
BW
BW
BW

PRICE
$28.37
$33.10
$34.77
$38.27
$40.62

WW
WW
WW
WW
WW

Summer Savings Sale 4
1998 Toyota Corolla LE
Stock # 98088

WL
WL
WL
WL
WL
WL
BW
BW
BW

$53 05
$56.98
$56.09
$59.39
$54.72
$68.06
$48.45
/51.92
$63.52

GOOD/YEAR
P195/70R1 4
P215/70814
P225/70815
P255/70R1 5
P275160815
P175/65814
P185/65814
P215/70814
P205/70815
P215/7081 5
Pi 5.580R1 3
P185/75814
P205/751314
P215175815
P23575815
175/70813
185/701314
P235/75815
LT265175816
1T265/75816
P255/701316
P255/70816
P23575815
LT235/85816

$60.00
$64.00
$67.00
$77.00
$84.00
$66.00
$68.00
$69.00
$79 CO
$84 00
$39.00
$50.00
$54.00
$58 DO
$62.00
$41.00
$42.00
$10700
$136.00
$112.00
$95.00
$99.00
$85.00
$111.00

WL
WI.
WL
WL
WL
BW
BW
WVV
WW
WW
WW
WW
VVW
WW
WW
BW
BW
WI
WL
WL.
WL
WL
WL
BW

Wingtoot
Wingfoot
Wingfoot
Mogi=
Wingtoot
Integrity
Integrity
integrity
Regatta
Regatta
Decathalon
Decathalon
Decathalon
Decathalon
Decathalon
I.Metric
I-Metric
Wrangler ATS
Wrangler ATS
Wrangler TO
Wrangler RTS
Wrangler AP
Wrangler Rad
Workhorse Rad

lir

aet
Air
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36 Mo. Lease/
Si 98°°/Mo.
mmk

t

AMMIN

$500.00 + 0 Security Deposit + $198.00 1st Mo. Payment =
$698.00 Total Due at Lease Signing.

•

PRICE
$70.00
$74.00
$83.00
$87.00
$81.00
$99.00
$105.00
$141.00
$157.00
$108.00

ROAD HUGGER
P205/70814
P225/701314
P215/70R15
P235/70815
P215/65815
P275/60815
P185/60R14
P205/60815
P225/60n 16

ELDORADO BRAVADA
SIZE
P155(801313
P185/75814
P205/75814
P215/75815
P235(751315

VVW
WW
WW
WW
BW
xvv4 BW
WL
LTX
WL
LTX
LTX Air WL
WL
LTX

MX4
MX4
MX4
MX4
MX4

4 '4 •
.1

STAR SKYTRAK
SIZE
P205170815
P215/70815
P175/70R13
Pi 8.570R14
Pt 75/65R14
P185/65814
P205/6581 5

SIZE
P185/751114
P195/75814
P205/70R 15
P215/70R15
P205/65815
P225/60816
P235/751315
P265/70817
LT265/75R16
P245/75816
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Or

PRICE
$51.00
$73.00
$62.00

1998 Toyota Tacoma
Value Edition
Stock #98121
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As Low As

$111

6 In Stock

1998 Toyota
Tacoma 4x4
Stock # 98360

GENERAL TIRE
P195701314
P215/70R1
P215/701314
P235/70815
P205/60815
P275160815
P185/75814
P205751314
P235/75815
P205170815
P215/701115
P175/651114
P185/65814
P225/60816
P205/651116
31 X105081 5
P235175815
LT24575R16
LT 265/751118
P235/751315
LT225/75816
LI235/85R16
P235701116

$50.00
$62.00
$60.00
$67.00
$60.00
$77.00
$46.00
$49.00
$65.00
$66.00
$70.00
$58.00
$60.00
$79.00
$71.00
$87.00
$62.00
$97.00
$110.00
$77.00
$85.00
$96.00
$66.00

BW
WL
WE
WL
BW
WE
WVV
WW
WL
WW
VVW
BW
BW
BW
BW
Wt.
BW
WE
WE
WE
BW
BW
WL

XP 2000 GT
XP 2000 GT
XP 2000 GT
XP 2000 GT
XP 2000 GT
XP 2000 GT
Am Plus
Am Plus
Am Way XT
Am Tour GT
Am Tour GT
Am Tour GT
Am Tour GT
Am Tour GT
Am Tour GT
Grabber AP
Grabber AP
Grabber ST
Grabber ST
Grabber ST
Am 550
Am 550
Am 550

FREE With Tire Purchase. Mounting, Balancing, Stem, Road Hazard
Warranty, Rotation & Computer Balance Every 6,000 Miles
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$16949000
1998 Toyota Avalon's

CASTLEMAN TIRE
6 REPAIR, INC.
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ation" and were "inextricably intertwined" with his overall business.
according to court documents.
Such linkage; the IRS_ said,
made the reserve land subject to
self-employment taxes.
Tax Court Judge Stanley J.
Goldberg ruled that the earlier
cases had not focused on the word
"rent," which is included in the
law Congress passed to set up the
Conservatn Reserve Program and
in Agriculture Department documents used in the contracts.
Normally, rental income is
excluded from self-employment tax.
Goldberg agreed that the wording
was the crucial point and compared the payments to money a
landlord gets from real estate.
"The CRP payments represented compensation for the use restrictions on the land, rather than remuneration for (Wuebker's) labor,"
Goldberg wrote in his June 23
decision.
The judge noted that selfemployment taxes would come into
play only when the landowner performs "substantial services- that
are an integral part of the value
of the rent he is paid. In this
case, Wuebker only had to maintain a plant cover, control weeds
and insects and fill out forms periodically.
"These service obligations were
not substantial and were incidental to the primary purpose of the
contract," Goldberg wrote.
Neil Harl, an Iowa State University economics professor, said
the judge's new interpretation of
"rent" as it relates to government
payments could have broad impact
on many other programs if it is
upheld.
"The focus is on whether there's
a reference in federal law to rent,Harl said. "The really significant
question is, how far does this case
go?"
For farmers, however, the question is what to do about tax returns.
Hesse and other accountants recommend they file amended returns
for this year and claim a refund
for self-employment taxes.

SIZE
BW
P215170R14 18480
WL
P235175R 15 AT X
P225/70814 Wilderness WL

•dO1NUICI • aN01,539031118 • 3N0

WASHINGTON (AP)- A tax
break could be due landowners
with acreage idled under the government's largest farmland conservation program if a judge's ruling withstands a likely IRS appeal.
Based on previous court decisions, the Internal Revenue Service has always required most active
farmers to pay 15.3 percent selfemployment taxes on acreage in
the Conservation Reserve Program,
even though it is set aside to
reduce erosion, promote wildlife
habitat and improve water quality.
Late last month, a U.S. Tax Court
judge ruled in an Ohio case that
the government payments are comparable to rent and should no
longer be subject to the self-employment levy. They would still be
taxed as regular income.
Although IRS officials had no
estimate of the government's potential revenue loss, the program is
the largest farmland conservation
scheme with almost 30 million acres
expected to be enrolled in 10-year
contracts as of Oct. 1.
For individual farmers, "you're
talking about substantial dollars,"
said Chris Hesse of the accounting firm LeMaster & Daniels in
Moses Lake. Wash. "In some cases,
it may make up a farmer's total
self-employment tax payment."
The Internal Revenue Service
has 90 days in which to appeal
and has not yet decided whether
to do so, spokeswoman Michelle
Lamishaw said last week.
The case was brought by Frederick J. Wuebker. who for 20 years
had farmed about 260 acres near
the west-central Ohio town of Fort
Recovery. In 1991, he enrolled
214 of his erosion-prone acres in
the Conservation Reserve Program
in return for annual payments of
$85 an acre.
Wuebker raised thousands of
egg-laying hens on acreage adjacent to the idled ground and continued to farm other land. The
program land was planted with a
cover crop and left fallow.
In 1992 and 1993, Wuebker's
tax returns were cited by the IRS
as deficient because he failed to
pay $3,325 in self-employment
taxes on the reserve program
income. Wuebker had reported the
money as rent subject only to
income taxes.
Relying on previous rulings, the
IRS argued that because Wuebker
was actively engaged in farming,
the payments for his idled land
"had a direct nexus with that oper-

_
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Ruling could cut
taxes for idle land

percent of ears have silks, there are
five or more rootworrn beetles or
two or more Japanese beetles on
each ear and silks are being clipped
to within one-half inch of the ear
tip."

random locations in the field. Consider an insecticide application only
if silks are green and need to be
protected when Japanese beetle
feeding is severe. Use an insecticide
to protect the silks if less than 75

$399

M:710.11TWIJ

Japanese beetles are creating a
new problem for soybean producers
in western Kentucky because the
pests don't normally cause damage
in this pan of the state. Beetles also
are feeding on corn pnmarily in
western counties, but damage will
depend upon the extent of feeding
as the crop matures.
"Scouting fields for Japanese
beetle damage is nothing new in
some areas of Kentucky, but this is a
new problem for much of the western half of the state," said Doug
Johnson, extension entomologist
for the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture. "Populations of the metallic green and
bronze beetles should peak in midJuly and remain in fields through
August."
Adults feed on soybean leaves,
starting at the top of the plant and
working downward.They chew leaf
tissue between veins giving leaves a
brown, lacy appearance.
"Japanese beetle populations can
be so high that it's not always
practical to count them to decide
whether to apply an insecticide,"
Johnson said. "If you see large
numbers of Japanese beetles, it's
better to estimate the percent of
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